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Dear Mr. Abel: 

In response to your application dated September 2, 1980, supplemented by 
letter dated Ot ber 3, 1980, the Commission has Issued the enclosed 
Amendment No. E fto Facility Operating License No. DPR-29 for the Quad 
Cities Nuclear Power Station, Unit 1.  

This amendment (1) authorizes changes to the plant Technical Specifications 
which you proposed in your September 2, 1980 submittal, and (2) makes a 
minor editorial change to the plant Technical Specifications.

Copies of the Safety Evaluation and 
enclosed.

the Notice of Issuance are also 

Sincerely, 

Original Signed by 

3. A. IppolRo 

Thomas A. Ippolito, Chief 
Operating Reactors Branch #2 
Division of Licensing

Enclosures: 
1. Amendment No.6 I to DPR-29 
2. Safety Evaluation 
3. Notice 

cc w/enclosures: 
See next page 
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Dear Mr. Abel: 

In response to your application dated September 2, 1980, supplemented by 
letter dated October 3, 1980, the Commission has issued the enclosed 
Amendment No. to Facility Operating License No. DPR-29 for the Quad 
Cities Nuclear Power Station, Unit 1.  

This amendment (1) authorizes changes to the plant Technical Specifications 
which you proposed to support your review of future reloads for Quad Cities, 
Unit 1, under provisions of 10 CFR 50.59 and (2) makes a minor editorial 
change to the plant Technical Specifications.  

Copies of the Safety Evaluation and the Notice of Issuance are also 
enclosed.  

Sincerely, 

Thomas A. Ippolito, Chief 
Operating Reactors Branch #2 
Division of Licensing

Enclosures: 
1. Amendment No. to DPR-29 
2. Safety Evaluation 
3. Notice 
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OPERATING REACTORS BRANCH #2 
AMENDMENT ROUTE SLIP 

" ~ ~ ~ ~ F C. 0/ F 11 L. onurrE~rm•;f

4. T. Novak -. iicurrence uLLu review is/is not requested rur SE) 

5. R. Purple - concurrence 

5. E - co~i-iurreice 

7. D3 o- jnur 

8. - dispatch 

Letter to:CO~a#•LfA ý'-O2N Co. transmitting Amendment No(s).__/ 

Subject: 6),6 q (LOiAD 

1Da9 No correspondence has been received related to the subject of 
this amendment, or 

b. Correspondence has been received, a copy of which is enclosed, 
which is or may be related to the subject of this amendment.  

2 Approval of this amendment will not result in an irreversible 
impact, or 

b. Approval of this amendment will result in an irreversible 
impact. Describe the irreversible impact. 1 

3.(ý Recommend that this-amendment be post noticed, or 

b. Recommend that this amendment be prenoticed 

Remarks: L\C&ENS@ PJQ2Exs -T-ý zp~o-a~ fimc1,-ts -Tp 2Ues-w-r &v40 cirTis 

MAIL STOP 338 
FROM:-•, EXTENSION



Mr. J. S. Abel 
Commonwealth Edison Company - 2- December 5, 1980

cc:

Mr. D. R. Stichnoth 
President 
Iowa-Illinois Gas and 

Electric Company 
206 East Second Avenue 
Davenport, Iowa 52801 

Mr. John W. Rowe 
Isham, Lincoln & Beale 
Counselors at Law 
One First National Plaza, 
Chicago, Illinois 60603

42nd Floor

U. S. Environmental Protection Agency 
Federal Activities Branch 
Region V Office 
ATTN: EIS COORDINATOR 
230 South Dearborn Street 
Chicago, Illinois 60604 

Susan N. Sekuler 
Assistant Attorney General 
Environmental Control Division 
188 W. Randolph Street 
Suite 2315 
Chicago, Illinois 60601

Mr. Nick Kalivianakas 
Plant Superintendent 
Quad Cities Nuclear Power Station 
22710 - 206th Avenue - North 
Cordova, Illinois 61242 

Mr. N. Chrissotimos, Inspector 
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission 
Box 756 
Bettendorf, Iowa 52722 

Moline Public Library 
504 - 17th Street 
Moline, Illinois 61265

Illinois Department of 
ATTN: Chief, Division 

Safety 
535 West Jefferson 
Springfield, Illinois

Public Health 
of Nuclear 

62761

Mr. Marcel DeJaegher, Chairman 
Rock Island County Board 

of Supervisors 
Rock Island County Court House 
Rock Island, Illinois 61201 

Director, Criteria and Standards 
Division 

Office of Radiation Programs (ANR-460) 
U. S. Environmental Protection Agency 
Washington, D. C. 20460



UNITED STATES 

NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION 
H WASHINGTON, D. C. 20655 

COMMONWEALTH EDISON COMPANY 

AND 

IOWA-ILLINOIS GAS AND ELECTRIC COMPANY 

DOCKET NO. 50-254 

QUAD CITIES NUCLEAR POWER STATION UNIT 1 

AMENDMENT TO FACILITY OPERATING LICENSE 

Amendment No. 61 
License No. DPR-29 

1. The Nuclear Regulatory Commission (the Commission) has found that: 

A. The application for amendment by the Commonwealth Edison Company 

(the Licensee) dated September 2, 1980, as supplemented on 

October 3, 1980, complies with the standards and requirements of 

the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended (the Act), and the 

Commission's rules and regulations set forth in 10 CFR Chapter I; 

B. The facility will operate in conformity with the application, the 

provisions of the Act, and the rules and regulations of the, 

Commission; 

C. There is reasonable assurance (i) that the activities authorized 

by this amendment can be conducted without endangering the health 

and safety of the public, and (ii) that such activities will be 

conducted in compliance with the Commission's regulations; 

D. The issuance of this amendment will not be inimical to the 

common defense and security or to the health and safety of the 

public; and 

E. The issuance of this amendment is in accordance with 10 CFR Part 

51 of the Commission's regulations and all applicable requirements 

have been satisfied.  

2. Accordingly, the license is amended by changes to the Technical Specifi

cations as indicated in the attachment to this license amendment, and 

paragraph 3.B of Facility License No. DPR-29 is hereby amended to 

read as follows: 

ý'S0 12 C 0
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B. Technical Specifications 

The Technical Specifications contained in Appendices A and B, 
as revised through Amendment No. 61 , are hereby incorporated 
in the license. The licensee shall operate the facility in 
accordance with the Technical Specifications.  

3. This license amendment is effective as of the date of its issuance.  

FOR THE NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION 

Thomas A. Ippolito, Chief 
Operating Reactors Branch #2 
Division of Licensing 

Attachment: 
Changes to the Technical 

Specifications

Date of Issuance: December 5, 1980



ATTACHMENT TO LICENSE AMENDMENT NO. 61 

FACILITY OPERATING LICENSE NO. DPR-29

DOCKET NO. 50-254 

1. Remove the following pages and insert identically numbered pages:

iii 
v 
1 .0-2 
1.0-4 
1 .1/2.1-1 
1 .1/2.1-2 
1 .1/2.1-4 
1 .1/2.1-5 
1 .1/2.1-6 
1 .1/2.1-7 
1 .1/2.1-8 
1 .1/2.1-9 
1.1/2.1-10 
1 .1/2.1-11 
1.2/2.2-2 
1.2/2.2-3 
3.1/4.1-1 
3.1/4.1-3 
3.1/4.1-5 
3.1/4.1-7 
3.2/4.2-5 
3.2/4.2-6 
3.2/4.2-7 
3.2/4.2-8 
3.2/4.2-14 
3.2/4.2-15

3.3/4.3-3 
3.3/4.3-4 
3.3/4.3-8 
3.3/4 .3-9 

3.3/4.3-10 
3.3/4.3-11 
3.4/4.4-3 
3.5/4. 5-7 
3.5/4.5-9 
3.5/4.5-10 
3.5/4.5-11 
3.5/4.5-14 
3.5/4.5-15 
3.5/4.5-18

2. Page 1.1/2.1-2a is added.  

3. Figure 2.1-2 is deleted.

4. Figure 3.5-1 is being replaced by 6 pages.



QUAD-CITIES 
DPR-29 

TABLE OF CONTENTS (Cont'd)

Page 
3.9/4.9-1 

3.9/4.9-I 
3.9/4.9-2 
3.9/4.9-2 
3.9/4.9-3 
3.9/4.9-3 
3.9/4.9-5 
3.9/4.9-6

3.9/4.9 AUXILIARY ELECTRICAL SYSTEMS 

A. Normal and Emergency A-C Auxiliary Pbwer 

B. Station Batteries 
C. Electric Power Availability 

D. Diesel Fuel 
E. Diesel-Generator Operability 

3.9 Limiting Conditions for Operation Bases 

4.9 Surveillance Requirements Bases 

3.10/4.10 REFUELING 

A. Refueling Interlocks 
B. Core Monitoring 
C. Fuel Storage Pool Water Level 

D. Control Rod and Control Rod Drive Maintenance 

E. Extended Core Maintenance' 
F. Spent Fuel Cask Handling 

3. 10 Limiting Conditions for Operation Bases 

4. 10 Surveillance Requirements Bases 

3.11/4.11 IHGH ENERGY PIPING INTEGRITY 
(Outside Contpinment) 

3.11/4.11 Bases

3.12/4.12 FIRE PROTECTION SYSTEMS

A.  
B.  
C.  
D.  
E.  
F.  
G.

Fire Detection Instrumentation 
Fire Suppression Water System 

Sprinkler Systems 
C02 Systems 
Fire Hose Station 

Penetration Fire Barriers 
Fire Pump Diesel Engine

3.12/4.12 LIMITING CONDITIONS FOR OPERATION AND SURVEILLANCE 

REQUIREMENTS BASES 

5.0 DESIGN FEATURES 

6.0 ADMINISTRATIVE CONTROLS 

6.1 Organization, Review, Investigation, and Audit 

6.2 Plant Operating Procedures 

6.3 Action to be Taken in the Event of a Reportable Occurrence 

in Plant Operation 

6.4 Action to be Taken in the Event a Safety Limit is Exceeded 

6.5 Plant Operating Records 

6.6 Reporting Requirements 

6.7 Environmental Qualification

3.10/4.10-1 
3.10/4.10-1 
3.10/4.10-2 
3.10/4.10-2 
3.10/4.10-2 
3.10/4.10-3 
3.10/4.10-3 
3.10/4.10-4 
3. 10/4.10-6 

3.11/4.11-1 

3.11/4.11-2 

3.12/4.12-1 

3.12/4.12-1 
3.12/4.12-2 
3.12/4.12-3 
3.12/4.12-4 
3.12/4.12-4 
3.12/4.12-4 
3.12/4.12-5 

3.12/4.12-6 

5.0-I 

6.1-1 

6.1-1 
6.2-1 

6.3-1 
6.4-1 
6.5-1 
6.6-1 
6.7-1

Amendment No. 31, ,', 61 Mi
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TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS 

APPENDIX A 

LIST OF FIGURES 

Number Title 

2.1-! APRM Flow Reference Scram and APRM Rod Block Settings 

2.1-2 Deleted 
2.1-3 APRM Flow Bias Scram Relationship to Normal Operating Conditions 

4. I-I Graphical Aid in the Selection of an Adequate Interval Between Tests 

4.2-1 Test Interval vs. System Unavailability 

3.4-1 Standby Liquid Control Solution Requirements 

3.4-2 Sodium Pentaborate Solution Temperature R;quiremcnts 

3.5-1 MaximumI Average Planar Linear Heat Generation Rate (MAPLHGR) vs. Planar Average Exposure 

3.5-2 
K ' Fact&r 

3.6-1 lMinimum Reactor Pressurization Temperature 

3.12-1 Fire Detection Instruments 

3.12-2 Sprinkler Systems 

3.12-3 C02  Systems 

3.12-4 Fire Hose Stations 

4,6-1 Chloride Stress Corrosion Test Results at 500OF 

6. I-I Corporate Organization 

6.1-2 Station Organization Chart (Two Units at Hot Shutdown or Power) 

6.1-3 Minimum Shift Crew Composition 

V

Amendment No. 45, 61
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H. Lrmiting Conditions for Operation (LCO) - The limiting conditions for operation specify the minimum 
acceptable levels of system performance necessary to assure safe startup and operation of the Facilttv.  
When these conditions are met. the plant can be operated safely and abnornal situations can be sfel'y 
controlled.  

1. Unmtiing Safety System Selling (LSSS) - The limiting safety system settings are setting.s on instrumenta.  
lion which initiate the automatic protective action at a level such that (he safety limits will not he 
exceeded. The region between 'the safety limit and these settings represents margin, with normal 
operation lying below these settings. The margin has been established sd that with proper operation or 
the instrumentation, the safety limits will never be exceeded.  

K. Logic System Funclional Teit - A logic system Functional test means a test of all relays and contacts of 
a logic circuit from sensor to activated device to ensure all components are operable per design intent.  
Where possible. action will go to completion; i.e.. pumps will be started and valves opened.  

L Mode% of Operation - A reactor mode switch selects the proper interlocking for the operating or 
shutdown condition of the plant. Following are the modes and interlocks provided: 

I. Shutdown - In this position, a reactor s.ram is initiated, power to the control rod drive., i'; ,e•vc'd.  
and the reactor protection trip systems have been deenergizcd for 10 .,eLconds prior to pet .-'n 'e ic'., 
manual reset.  

2. Refuel - In this position, interlocks are established so that one control rod only may be withdrawn 
when flux amplifiers are set at the proper sensitivity level and the refueling crane is not over the 
reactor. Also, the trips froi:i the turbine control valves, turbine stop valves, main steam isolation 
,alves, and condenser vacuum are bypas.ed. I" the refueling crane is over the reactor, all rods must 

be fully inserted and none can be withdrawn.  

3. Startup/Hot Standby - In this position. the reactor protection scram iripb. initiated by condenser low 
vacuum and main steamline isolation valve closure, are bypassed, the low pre~ttie main (ceamlnii 
isolation valve closure trip is bypassed. and the reactor protection system is energized. wii h I R M and 
APRM neutron monitoring system trips and control rod withdrawal interlocks in service.  

4. Run - In this position the reactor system prescsure is at or above 850 psig. and the reactor protection 
system is energized. with APRM protection and RMB interlocks in service (excluding the I 5•" high 
flux scram).  

M. Operable - A system or component shall be considered operable when it is capable of performing its 
intended function in its required manner.  

N. Operaiing - Operating means that a system or component is performing its intended functions in its 
required manner.  

0. Operating Cycle - Interval between the end of one refueling outage for a particular unit and the end of 
the next subsequent refueling outage for the same unit.  

P. Primary Contalnment Inteerity - Primary containment integrity means that the drywell and pressure 
suppression chamber are intact and all of the following conditions are satisfied: 

I. All manual containment isolation valves on lines connecting to the reactor coolant s,)ytcm or 
containment which are not required to be open during accident conditions are closed.  

Amendment No. 61 1.0-2
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Y. Shutdown - The reactor is in a shutdown condition when the reactor mode switch is in the Shutdown 
position and no core alterations are beint performed.  

I. Hot Shutdown means conditions as above, with reactor coolant temperature greater than 212 0 F.  

2. Cold Shutdown mean. conditions as above. with reactor coolant temperature equal to or les. than 
212 F.  

7. Simulated Auloinitic Acluation - Simulated automatic actuation nmans applying a simulated signal to 

the sensor to actuate the circuit in question.  

I 
BB. Trnilion Boililn - Transition boiling means the builing regime between nucleate and film boiling.  

Transition boiling is the regime in which both nucleate and film boiling c.cur intermittently, with neither 
type being completely stable.  

CC. Critical Power Ratio (CPR) - The critical power ratio is the ratio or that assenihly power which cuses 

some point in the assembly to experience transition boiling to the assembly power at the reactor condition 
of interest as calculated by application or the GEXL correlation (reference NEDO- 1(959).  

DD. Minimum Critical Power Ratio (MCPR) - The minimum incore critical pswcr ratio corresponding to the 
most limiting fuel assembly in the core.  

SEE. Surveillanee Interval - Each surveillance requirement shall he performed within the specified surveil

lance interval with: 

a. A maximum allowable extension not to exceed 25% of the surveillance interval.  

b. A total maximum combined interval time f,•r any 3 consecutive surveillance intervals not to exceed 
3.21 times the specilled surveillance interval.  

FF. Fraction of Limiting Power Density (FLPD) - The fraction of limiting power 
density is the ratio of the linear heat generation rate (LHGR) existing at 
a given location to the design LKGR for that bundle type.  

GG.- Maximum Fraction of Limiting Power Density (MFLPD) - The maximum fraction of 
limiting power density is the highest value existing in the-core of the 
fraction of limiting power density (FLPD).  

HE. Fraction of Rated Power (FRP) - The fraction of rated power is the ratio of 
core thermal power to rated thermal power of 2511 MWth.  

1.0-4 
S

Amendment No. 61
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1-1/2.1 FUEL CLADDING INTE:GRITY

SAI`TETY LIMIT 

Applicablity: 

The ufety limits estoblisfird to preserve the fuel 
claddincg integrity apprty to tho-e vars.,les which 
monitor tati. fuel thermal beha'. mar 

Objective: 

The ob.;ectave of the safety limits is to establishm 
limits below which thce integrity of the fuel cladding 
is preserved.

IJMITINC SAFI:TN''SYSTNI S17fllNG 

Applicability: 

The litnilinC %.irriy systern c Stines arilil) ito trip 
setting% of thc ainscrunicncs ind dvick' -h ik~h are 
provided to picciiet the ruci cliiddtnS intetrcatN 
safety linits froin betng cxcrcdcd..  

Objective; 

The objective of thme limiting sarety systcm settinns 
is to definc the kevcl oftime proces' v~arit'Ie sat v hick, 
automatic protective action is initiated to prwveiu 
the fuel claddmii interj'imc sjfcty lznmit' tfram beine.  
exceeded.

SPECIFICATIONS

X. Reac tor I'resmitem > S00 -p~mi and C'ore 1How 
> 10%~ of Ralted 

The existence of a mimimum 
critical power ratio (m~rPR) 
less than 1.07 shall constitute 
violation of the fuel clad
ding integrity safety limit.  

3. Cor Thermil Power Limit (Reactor l'remurc 
!9 OO psi-) 

When the reactor pressure is is 800 pusg or 
core flow h. less thtan 10%- of rated, the core 
thermal power shall not exceed 25% of rated 
thermal Powver.  

C. Poixer Trasnient 

1. The neutron flux shall not excred the 
scram secttine est.:hliulcd iit Specmlica.  
lion 2.1A for lon,-cr thisar 1.5 smetcnds 
as indicated by the process computer.  

2. When the proces% computer is out or 
service, this s:imeIy latisit shlsml U~ at
turned to bc viccmmleml ir the jiutimmO 
flux ~excd'; theic srani witiriit' c~i Al
lilhcd by Sl-'ciicolicn 2.1.A and a 
control NoJ qir-mrt dovs riot Oxcur.

A. Neistron Flux Trill Setthigj 

The limitine safely system trip settinr's ShAll be 
as specified bcdow.  

1. APKM I'lux Scrarn Trir Svtting ( Ruts 
Mode) 

When the reicior mods: switch is in the 
Run positiou. the A11'NI flus. sceman 
sesttinr. Sh1.41 i-C 0x 0101n its Vir.%LIC 
2.1-1 and shatll tic:

with a nsmi'inmrns secipamor~ 120- for 
core flow equal to 98 x 10' lb/lit amid 
greater.  

where: 

S - seting in percent or rated 
power 

w percent or drive flow re
quireml to proltucv a rt~trd cmtsC 
riew or 9 tai liioii lb/thr. In 
thn event at operatiurii with a 
amiximum traction of liniretinq 
pmowr donastt~y (i~i'tzro) qrcatcr 
thani thu ir~etlon or ratLct 
power (5 t he tc r.tt~ill' st-nil 
bo Modiflert as foliuwn: 

(.65SI) 4 55 L nP

1.1/2.1-1

g Amendment No . 61
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ID. Reactor Water Level (Shutdo-An Condition) 

Whenever the reactor is in the shut
down condition with irradiated fuel 
in the reactor vessel, the water 
level shall not be less than that 
corresponding to 12 inches above the 
top of the active fuel* when it is 
seated in the core.  

*Top of active fuel is defined to be 
360 inches above vessel zero (See 
Bases 3.2).

Where: 

FRP - fractiun of rated 
thermal power 
(2511 mWt) 

KFLPD - maximum fraction of 
limiting power dens
ity where the limit
ing power density 
for each bundle is 
the design linear 
heat generation rate 
for that bundle.  

The ratio of FRP/MFLPD shall be 
set equal to 1.0 unless the actu
al operating value is less than 
1.0 in which case the actual 
operating value will be used.  

This adjustment may also be performed 
by increasing the APRM gain by the 
inverse ratio, MFLPD/FRP, which 
accomplishes the same degree of pro
tection as reducing the trip setting 
by FRP/MFLPD.  

2. AP1PM Flux Scram Trip Setting (Re
fueling or Startup and Hot Standby 
Mode) 
When the reactor mode switch is in the 
Refuel or Startup Hot Standby posi
tion, the APRM scram shall be set at 
less than or equal to 15% of rated 
neutron flux.  

3. IRM Flux Scram Trip Setting 

The IRM flux scram setting shall be set at 
less than or equal to 120/125 of full 
sca!e.

4. When the reactor mode switch is in the 
startup or run position, the reactor shall 
not be operated in the natural circula
tion flow mode.

.APRM Rod Block Setting 

The APRM rod block setting shall be as shown 
in Figure 2.) -1 and shall bc: 

S S (.65WD+ 43) 

1. 1/2.2-2

Amendment No. 61
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The definitions used above for the APP.M 

scram trip apply. In the event of oper

ation with a maximum fraction limiting 

power density (MFLPD) greater than the 

fraction of rated power (FRP), the setting 

shall be modified as follows: 

FRP 
S:5(.65WD + 43) MFLPD 

The definitions used above for the APRM 

scram trip apply.  

The ratio of FRP to MFLPD shall be set 

equal to 1.0 unless the actual operating 

value is less than 1.0, in which case 

the actual operating value will be used.  

This may also be performed by increasing 

the APRM gain by the inverse ratio, MFLPD/FRP, 

which accomplishes the same degree of pro

tection as reducing the trip setting by 
FRP/MFLPD.  

C. Reactor low water level scram seiting 

shall be 144 inches above the top of the 

active fuel* at normal operating condi

tions.  

D. Reactor low water level ECCS initiation 

shall be 84 inches (+4 inches /-0 inch) 

above the top of the active fuel* at 

normal operating conditions.  

* E. Turbine stop valve scram shall be < 10%valve 

closure from full open.  

F. Turbine control valve fast closure scram shall 

initiate upon actuation of the fast closure sole

noid valves which trip the turbine control 

valves.  

G. Main steamline isolation valve closure scram 

shall be < 10% valve closure from full open.  

H. Main steamline low-pressure initiation or main 

steamline isolation valve closure shall be 

2: 850 psig.  

*Top"of ac-tive fuel is defined toI 

be 360 inches above vessel zero 
(See Bases 3.2) 

1. 1/2.1- 2a 

Amendment No. 61
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1.1 SAFE:TY LIMIT BASIS 

The fucl cladding integrity limit is set such that no calculated fuel di.mnge would occur at a rvsul- of an 

&bnormal operational trinsicnt. Bccauae fuel damage is not directly observilble, a atLLp-bAck apl.oach is 

used to establish a safety limit such that the minir.um critical power ratio (0,C,'i) is no less th;%n the fuel 

cladding integrity safety limit.FcPlt > the fuel cladding integrity safety limit rt*presents a costervative 

margin rclative to the conditions required to maintain fuel cladding integrity.  

The fuel cladding is one of the physical barriers which separatp radioactive materials from the environs.  

Thi integrity of this cladding b.-rz ier in relatied to its relative frcerom from perforations or cracking.  

Although some corrosion or use-related cracking nay occur during the lifr. of the cladding, fiision pro.JcE.  

migration from this source is incrementally cumulative and continuously easnurable. Vuel cladding per

forations, however, can result from thermal stresses which occur fro:m ioactor operatson signific.,ntlv above 

design conditions and the protection system safet:y settings. While firsioin [roduct migration from cl'dcldinj 

perforation is jutt aS measurable as that from ure-related cracking, the thermally c.,uzcd claddizg per:L,,

ationa signal a threshold buyond which still greater thermal stresses may cause gron.. rather than ir..•nt

&1 cladding deterioration. Therefore, the fuel cladding safety limit is defLned with miargin to the ccndi

tions which would produce onset of transition boilyng (%CPR of 1.0). Thuse conditionr. represent a ricnili

cent departure from the condition intended by design for planned operation. Therefore, the fuel cl.d'inIsg 

integrity safety limit is cstablished such that no calculated fuel dý.agnae shal L resuLt from an 

abnormal operational transient. Basis of the values derived for thin safety limit for each fuel type Ia 
documented in Reference I.  

A. •eactor Pressure o000 paig and Core Flow > 10% of Rated 

Onset of transition boiling resulta in a decrease In heat transfer from the cladding And therefore 

elevated cladding temper;.ture and the possibility of cladding failure. |iowcvcr, thc exirtcnce of 

critical power, or boiling transition is not a directly observablu ,arameter in an operrating r.oct

or. Therefore. the margin to boiling transition is calculated frow. plCsit op•'jrting parrmett. A n-.uch 

as core power, core flow, feedwtter temperature, and core power dictyibutiuio. The margin for ;e.•, 

fuel assembly is characterized by the critical power ratio (Cl'R), which 3.s thI ratio of the h.n:le 

power which would produce onset. of transition boiling divided by the actual bk,,6lo power. The 

mJnimu• value of this ratio for any bundle in the core in thu minimum critical pfiawer ratio (.%:4Pr).  

it is assumed that the plant operation is controlled to the nominal protective sertponts via the 

instrumented varianbles (Figure 2.1-3).  

The MCPR fuel cladding integrity safety limit hes sufficient conlervatit. n to assure that in the ever.L] 

of an abnormal operational transient initiated from the nornsA] opeiatinq conilLiuii. mory tnan 09.9;, 

of the fuel rods in the core arc expocted to avoid boiling transition. The margin bcts:vu(n !.C?;. oe 

1.0 (oncut of transition boiling) and the safety limit, is der'ved front a detailed u.tatistiCal 
analysis considering all of the uncertainties in monitoring the core operati:tq statc, Including 

uncertainty in the boiling transition correlation (so, e.g., kcferanCe 1). Because the bolling 

transition correlation is bah-d on a larve quantity Of full-scale d.at, tit're is a vcry high con

fidence that operation of a fuel assembly at the condition of MCP•( - the fuel cladding integrity 

safety limit would not produce boiling transition.  

However, if boiling transition were to occur, cladding perforation would not b, expected. ClAddinl 

temperaturei would increnne to appro::imatcly 11000F. which is below the perforation te-mperaturo of 

the cladding material. This has been verified by tests in the General Mlectric Test Reactor (CE.PR).  

where similatr fuel operated above the critical heat flux for a significant period of time (30 n.

utes) without cladding perforation.  

If reactor pressure should ever exceed 1400 psia during normal power operation (the limit of 

applicability of the boiling transition correlation), it would be assumed that the fuel cladding 

integrity safety limit has been violated.  

In addition to the boiling transition limit (tCPR) operation is conotrained to a maximum LHGRzl7.S 

kw/ft for 7 x 7 fuel and 13.4Aw/ft for all 8x8 fuel types. This constraint is established by 

Specification 3.5.J. to irovide adequate safety margin to 1% p W.astic 
strain for abnorma operating transients initiated from high 

power conditions. Specification 2.l.A.1 provides for equivalent 
safety margin for transients initiated from lower power con
ditions by adjusting the APRM flow-biased scram setting by the 
ratio of FRP/MFLPD.  
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Speciication 3.5J established the LUIOR maxinuin which cannot be exceeded under steady power 
operation, 

B. Core Thermal Power Limit (Reactor Presqure<800 pia) 

At pressures below 800 psia, the core elevation pressure drop (0 power, 0 flow) is grcater than 4.56 psi.  
At low powers and flows this pressure differential is maintained in the bypiss region of the core, Since 
the pressure drop in the bypass region is essentially all elevation head, the core pressure drop at low 
powers and flows will always be greater than 4.56 psi. Analyses show that with a flow of 28 x 101 lb/hr 
bundle flow, bundle pressure drop is nearly independent of bundle power and has a value of 3.5 psi. Ihus 
the bundle flow with a 4.56-psi driving head will be greater than 28 x 10' lb/hr. Full scale ATLAS test 
data taken at pressures from 14.7 psia to 800 psia indicate that the fuel assembly critical power at this 
flow is approximately 3.35 MWt. At 25% of rated thermal power. the peak powered bundle would have 
to be operating at 3.86 times the average powered bundle in order to achieve this bundle power. Thus, 
a core thermal power limit of 25% for reactor pressures below 800 psia is conservative.  

C. Power Transient 

During transient operation the heat flux (thermal power-to-wuter) would lag. behtiml tile neutron 'lux due 
to the inherent heat traesier time cunstant %f tle fuel. which is 8 to 9 sccon(dI. Alo. the limiting sallivy 
system scram settings are at values which will not allow the reactor to he operated above the safety limit 

Aft during normal operation or during other pla..i opcrating situtions A hich hlve been analyzed in detail, 
In addition, control rod scrams are such that for normal operating transients, the neutron flux transient 
is terminated before a significant increase in surface heat flux occurs. Control rod scram times 
are checked as required by Specification 4.3.C. I 

Exceeding a neutron flux scram setting and a failure of the control rods to reduce flux to less than 
the scram setting within 1.5 seconds does not necessarily imply that fuel is damaged- however, for this 
specification, a safety limit violation will be assumed any time a neutron flutx scram setting is exceeded 
for longer than 1.5 seconds.  

If the scram occurs such that the neutron flux dwell time above the limiting safety system setting is less 
than 1.7 seconds, the safety limit will not be exceeded for normal turbine or generator trips, which are 
the most severe normal operating transients expected. These analyses show that even if the bypass systemr 
fails to operate, the design limit of MCPR - the fuel cladding intecrity safety I 
limit is not exceeded. Thus , use of a 1.5 second limit provides 

additional n.ara in.  
The computer provide ihas a sequence annunciation prograni which will indicate the sequence in which 
scrams occur, such as neutron flux, pressure, etc. This program also indicates when the scram setpoint is 
cleared. This will provide information on how long a scram condition exists and thus provide some 
measure orfhe energy added during a transient. Thus, computer information normally will be available 
for analyzing scrams: however, if the computer information should not he available for any scram 
analysis, Specification I.I.C.2 will be relied on to determine if a safety limit has been violated.  

During periods when the reactor is shut down, coniideration must also be given to water level 
requirements due to the effect of decay heat. If reactor water level should drop below the top of the active 
fuel during this time, the ability to cool the core is reduced. This reduction in core-cooling caipability 
could lead to elevated cladding. temperatures and cladding perforation. The core will he coiled stfiv.ictt'y 
to prevent 'laddin. meltinr, should the water level be reducet to two-tiitik, the cotle h.itht I t.ihllhhh 

18 mcnt of the %afcty limit at 12 indhes above tlhe top of the fuel provides aictlti.itc tlitr:.s. It hs.'vl \% ill 
be contiamt•uly monitorcd whcnever the revirtulamtion pumnps are not op.ratilng.  
*Top of the active fuel is defined to be 360 inches above vessel 

zero (see Bases 3.2).  
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2.1 LIMITING SAFi:Y SYSI'M SETTING BASES 

The abnormal operational transients applicable to operation or the units have been analyzed throughout the 
fpectrum ofplanned operacid. conditions up tu the rated thermal power condition o025I1 MWI. In addition, 2511 
NtWt is the licensed m,,inium steady-statc power level or the units. This maximum steady-state power level will 
never knowingly be exceeded.  

Conservatism is incorporated in thle transient analyses in estimating the controlling factors, such as void reactivity 
coefficient, control rod skraim A onrh, scram delay time, peaking factors, and axial power shapes. These factors are 
selected conservatively with respect to their effect on the anplicable transient results as detcrmined by the current 

analysis model. Conservatism incorporated into the transient analysis 
is documented in Reference 1. Transient analyses are initiated at the 
conditions given in this Reference.  

ihe absolute value 01 tie volo reactivity coemcient usea in me anayrys is conservatively estimateo to oe anout -e', 
Sreatcr than the nominal maximum value expected to occur during the core lifetime. The scram worth used has 
been derated to be equivalent to approximately 80% or the total scram worth of the control rods. I1he scram dolay 
time and rate ofrod insertion allowed by the analyses and conservatively set equal to the longest delay and slowest 
insertion rate acceptable by technical specifications. The effects of scram worth, scram delay time. and rod insertion 
rate. all conservatively applied, are of greatest significance in the early portion of the negative reactivity insertion.  
The rapid insertion of negaine reactivity is assured by the time requirements for 5% and 20%insertion. By the I 
S time the rods are 6n'; inserted, approximately 4 dollars of negative reactivity have been inserted, which btrungly 
tuins the transient and accomplishes the desired effect, The times for 50% and 90% insertion are given to assure 
p'roper completion of the expected performance in the earlier portion of the transient. and to establish thc uhimnte 
fully shut down steadv-state condition.  

This choice of using conservative values of controlling parameters and initiating tiansients at the design power 
level produces more pessimistic answers than would result by using expected values of control parameters and 
analyzing at higher power levels.  

Steady-state operation %A ithout forced rccirculatinn will not be permitted except during startuip testing. The analysis 
to support operation at various power and flow relationships has considered operation with cither tonle or OAt 

recirculation pumps.  

The bases for individual trip settings are discussed in the following paragraphs.  

For analyses of the thermal consequences or the transients, the MCPR's stated in Paragraph 3.5.K 
as the limiting condition of operation bound those which are conserva
tively assumed to exist prior to initiation of the transients.  

A. Neutron lIlu, Trip Setting% 

I. APRM Flux Scram Trip Setting (Run Mode) 

The average power range monitoring (APRM) system, which is calibrated using heat balance data 
taken during steady-state conditions, reads in percent of rated thermal power. Because fission 
ehamher, provide the basic input signals, the APRM system responds directly to average neutron 
flux. Durine transients, the instantaneous rate of heat transfer from the fuel (reactor thermal powei 
is less than the instantaneous neutron flux due to the time constant of the fuel, Therefore. during 
abnormal-operational transients, the thermal power of the fuel will be less than that indicated by the 
neutron flii, at thOw cram setting Analyses demonstrate that with a 120% scram trip settine., none of 
the .ibnormal opcrat. otial tr.insiciis anilyzed violates the fuel safety hinit, and there is a substantial 
margin Ieoni fuel daitafe. Therefore, the ue of flow-referenced scram trip provides even additional 
margin.  
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The scram trip setting must be adjusted to ensure that the LHGR transient peak is not 

Increased for any combination of maximum fraction of limiting power density (MFLPD) and 

reactor core thermal power. The scram setting is adjusted in accordance with the formula 

in Specification 2.1.A.l, when the MFLPD is greater than the fraction of rated power (FRP).  

The adjustment may be accomplished by increasing the APRM qain bv the reciprocal 

of FRp/MFI,PD. This provides the same degree of protection as reducing 

the trip setting by FRP/MFLPD by raising the initial APRM readings 

closcr to the trip settings such that a scram would be received at 

the same point in a transient as if the trip settings had been re

duced by FRP 
MFTLPD n 

2. APRi4 Flux Scram Trip Setting (Refuel or Startup/Hot Standby mode)

For operation in the Startup mode while the reactor is at low pressure, the APRM scram settir 

of 15% of rated powrer provides adequate thermal margin between the setpoint and the safety 

limit, 25% of rated. The margin is adequate to acco~mmodate anticipated maneuvers associated 

with Power plant startup. Effects of increasing pressure at z2ro or low void cnitest 3r, 

minor, col .:,•m.r !'2 -. ur,. avoJllbl.a! during atartup tU not much cu!ocr tIWuiL Lhiu u ruadY .f th, 

aystcm. tem,:.1tur.n c._.-zCiLent$ ýe small, and control rod patterns are constrained to be 

uniform by operating proced.'ures ba:,ced up by the rod worth minimizer. Of all possible sourcc 

of reactivity input, uniform control rod withdrawal is the most probable cause of significant 

power rise. Because the flux distribution associated with uniform rod withdrawals does not 

S involve high local peaks, and because several rods must be moved to change power by a signifl 

cant percentaqe of rated power, the rate of power rise is very slow. Generally, the heat flt 

is in naar equilibrium with the fission rate. In an assumed uniform rod withdrawal approach 

to the scram level, the rate of power rise is no more than 5% of rated power per minute, and 

the APRM system would be more than adequate to assure a scram before the power could exceed 

the safety limit. The 15% AFRM scram remains active until the mode switch is placed in the 

Run position. This switch occurs when reactor pressure is greater than 850 psig.  

3. R1M Flux Scram Trip Setting 

The 1RM system consists of eight chambers, four in each of the reactor protection system log: 

channels. The IM is a 5-decade instrument which covers the range of power level between thZ 

covered by the SRM and the APRM. The 5 decades are broken down into 10 ranges, each being 

one-half a decade in size.  

The IRM scram trip setting of 120 divisions is active in each range of the IRM. For example.  

if the instrument were on Range 1, the scram setting would be 120 divisions for that range; 

likewise, if the instrument were on Range 5, the scram would be 120 divisions an that range.  

Thus, as the IPM is ranged up to accommodate the increase in power level, the scram trio set 

ting is also ranged up.  

The most sqnificAnt %ources of reactivity change during the power increase are due to contrC 

rod witV.!raw.. in order to ensure that the IRM provides adequate protection against the 

single rod withdrawal error, a range of rod withdrawal accidents was analyzed. This analysi 

included starting the accident at various power levels. The most severe case involves an 

initial condition in which the reactor is just subcritical and the IRM system is not yet on 

scale.  

Additional conservatism wan taken in this analysis by ninuming that the 1pM channel CloSest 

*• the w".% 1riwr.n rI .5 b1 aL(ned. The results of thL3 mnalysis show that the reactor is scra.-.m.  

and p. AK rjo'r iinit.,, to 1,." of rated power, thus maintai.ning MCPR above the fuel cladding 

0 J integrity nafeLy l.mIt. Based on the above analysis, the IRM provides protection against 

local control rod withrirawal errors and continuous withdrawal of control rods in sequence an 

provides backup protection for the APRM.

1. 1/2. 1-8
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An increase in tho APRM scram trip setting would decrease the margin present before the 

fuel cladding int erity safety limit is reached. The APRM scram trip setting was determined 

by an analysis of marqins required to provide a reasonable range for maneuvering during 

operation. R, ucing thin operating margin would increase the frequency of purious scrams 

which have An idverse effect o, reactor s ty hcau''- of the resulting ther:.•.L stres .,s.  

Thus, the APRM scram trip setting was s1eected ocaut;e i provides adequate mirvin ior the 

fuel cladJing integrity safety limit yet allows operating margin that reduces the possibil

4. ,.f unnecessArv scrams.

I
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3 B. APM1 Rod Block Trip Setting 

Reactor power level may be varied by moving control rods or by varying the recirculaticn flow 

rate. The APRM system provides a control rod block to prevent gross rod withdrawal at constant I 

recirculation flow rate to protect against grossly exceeding the MCPR Fuel Cladding Integrity 

Safety Limit. This rod block trip setting. which is automatically varied with recirculation 

loop flow rate, prevents an increase in the reactor power level to excessive values due to 

control rod withdrawal. The flow variable trip setting provides substantial margin from fuel 

damage, assuming a steady-state operation at the trip setting, over the entire recirculation 

flow range. The margin to the safety limit increases as the flow decreases for the specified 

trip setting versus flow relationship; therefore the worst-case MCPR which could occur during 

steady-state operation is at 1086% of rated thermal power because of the APPM rod block trip 

setting. The actual mower distribution in the core is established by specified control rod 

sequences and is monitored continuously by the incore LPP.M system. As with APRIM scram trip 

setting, the APR4 rod block trip setting is adjusted downward 
if the maximum fraction of limit

ing power density exceeds the fraction of rated power, thus preserving t•he APR rod block 

safety margin.  

C. ReactOr Low Water Level Scram 

The reactor low water level scram is set at a point which will assure that the water level used 

in the bases for the safety limit is maintained. The scram serpoint is based on normal operat

iin temperature and pressure conditions because the level instrumentation is density corpensated.  

D. Reactor Low Low Water level ECCS Initiation Trip Point 

The emergency core cooling subsystems are designed to provide sufficient cooling to the core 

to dissipate the energy associated withthe loss-of-coolant accident and to limit fuel cladding 

temperature to well below the cladding melting temperature to assure that core geometry remains 

intact and to limit any cladding metal-water reaction to less than 1%. To accomplish tteir 

intended function, the capacity of each emergency core cooling system component was established 

based on the reactor low water level scram setpoint. To lower the setpoint of the low water 

level scram would increase the capacity reauirement for each of the ZCCS components. Thus, the 

reactor vessel low water level scram was set low enough to permit margin for operation, yet will 

not be set lower because of LCCS capacity requirements.  

The design of the ECCS components to meet the above criteria was dependent on three prevtously 

set parameters: the maximum break size, the low water level scram seopoint, and the ZCCS 

initiation setpoint. To lower the setpoint for initiation of the ECCS could lead to a loss of 

effective core cooling. To raise the ECCS initiation setpoint would be in a safe direction.  

bt it would reduce the mazrin established to prevent actuation of the ECCS during normal 

operation or during normally expected transients.  

Z. Tebiv Stop Valve Scram 

The turbine stop valve closure scram trip anticipates the pressure, neutron flux, and heat flux 

increase that could result from rapid closure of the turbine stop valves. With a scram trip 

setting of lC( of valve closure from full op.n, the resultant &ncrease in surface heat flux is 

limited such that MCPR remaiLns above the MCPp. fuel cladding integrity safety limit even during 

the worst-case transient that assumes the turbine bypass is closed.  

* . Turbine Control Valve Fast Closure Scram 

The turhine control valve fast closure scram is provided to anticipate the rapid increase in 

pressure and neutron flux resulting from fast closure of the turbine control valves due to a 

load rejection and subseauent failure of the bypass, i.e., it prevents MCPR from bqcoming less 

than the MCPR fuel cladd'.ng integrity safety limit for this transient. For tne lea s 

rejection without bypass transient from 100% power, the peak heat flux 

(and therefore LHGR) increases on the order of 15% which provides wide 

margin to the value corresponding to 1% plastic strain of the cladding.  
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0. Reactor Coolant Low presure InltiatesI Math Ste-nt 1%0ol6o1n Valve Closure 

The low.pres.sure isolition at 850 psig was provided to give protection against fast reactor depres

surization and the resulting rapid cooldown of the vessel. Advantage was taken of the scram feature which 

occurs in the Run mode when the main steamline isolation valves are closed to provide for reactor 

shutdown so that operation at pressures lower than those specified in the thermal hydraulic safety limit 

does not occur, although operation at a pressure low than 950 psig would not necessarily constitute an 

unstafe condition.

Maill Steamline lsolalifn l valve Lauur5 -......  

The low.pressure isolation of the main steamlines at 850 psi was provided to give s rotectioag against 

rapid reactor depressurization and the resulting rapid cooldown of the vessel Advantage was taken of 

the scram feature in the Run mode which occurs when the main steamline isolation valves are closed to 

provide for reactor shuttdown so that high power operation at low reactor pressures does not occur, thus 

providing protection for the fuel cladding integrity safety limit. Operation of the reactor at pressures 

lower than $50 ptig require' that the reactor mode switch be in the Startup position, where protection 

of the fuel cladding integrity safety limit is provided by the IRM and APRM high neutron flux scrams.  

Thus, the combination of main steamline low.pressure isolation and isolation valve closure scram in the 

Run mode assures the availability of neutron flux scram protection over the entire range of applicability 

or the fuel cladding integrity safety limit. In addition, the isolation valve closure scram in the Run mode 

anticipates the pressure and flux transients which occur during normal or inadvertent isolation valve 

closme. With the scrams set at 10% valve closure in the Run mode. there is no increase in neutron 

flux.  

Turbine EHC Control Fluid Low.Pres.sure Scram 

The turbine EHC control system operates using high-pressure oil. There are several points in this oil 

system where a lost of oil pressure could result in a fast closure of the turbine control valves. This fast 

closure of the turbine control valves is not protected by the turbine control valve fast closure scram. since 

failure of the oil systeni would n.,t result in the fast closure solenoid valves being actuated. For a turbhinc 

control valve fast closure, the core would he protected by the APRM and high-reactor pressure scrams.  

However. to provide thc same margins as provided for the generator load rejction on fast closure of the 

turbine contrul valves,. a scram has been added to the reactor protection system which senses failure of 

control oil pre,.,urc to the turbine control system. This is an anticipatory scram and results in reactor 

shutdown before any significant increase in neutron flux occurs. The transient response is very similar 

to that resulting from the turbine control valve fast closure scram. The scram setpoint of 900 psig is set 

high enough to provide the necessary anticipatory function and low enough to minimize the number of 

spurious scram,,. Normal operating pressure for this system is 1250 psig. Finally, the control val%'cs will 

not start until the fluid pressure is 600 psig. Therefore, the scram occurs well before valve closure 

beginib.  

j. Condenser Low Vacuum Scram 
- --*handle the heat input. Loss oi

Loss of condenser vacuum occurs when the condenser can nu ,0 ..  

condenser vacuum initiates a closure of the turbine stop valves and turbine bypass valves which 

eliminate' the heat input to the condenser. Closure of the turbine stop and bypass valves causes a pressure 

transient. neutron flux rise, and an increase in surface heat flux. To prevent the cladding safety limit from 

being exceeded if this occurs, a reactor scram occurs on turbine stop valve closure in the Run mode. Thc 

turbine stop valve closure %cram function alone is adequate to prevent the cladding safety limit .from 

being exceeded in the even! of a turbine trip transient with bypass closure.  

"The condenser low vacuum scrain is anticipatory to the stop valve closurc scram and causes a scram 

before the stop valve% are closed and thus the resulting transient is less severe. Scram occurs in the Run 

mode at 213-aui IlI , vaccuum stop valve closure occurs at 20-inch Hg vacuum, and bypass closure at 7-inch 

Hgvacuum.  
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References 

1. "Generic Roload Fuel Application," ?flE-24011-P-A* 

*Approved revision number at time reload analyses are performed 
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Tilt r•actor Coolant systerir itlcgrity is an important bhtrri'r in the prevc.'tion of utncontroll.d tc lcasc ot fi'sion 

product%. It is es,cntial trti'e irii:'.rity of this system be protected by establisirinri 1 pressure limit to be observed 

for all opcratin, conditions and wheirte¢r there is irtadi:ted fucl int t%: reac•'or vessel.  

The presurc safety limit of 1 325 psig as rmeasured by the vessel stcam space pressure indicator is. equivale't to 

1375 piif, at the huv"cl-".',liolk of the c.intot coolant sys(cm. 'l hic 1175 psip, value is dcrived frotm the design 

preosurc-s of the icouo tpis•strc vesel arid coolant system pipine'. '[hle ietpcciive design ptc~sutrc are 1250 rsij 

at 575*1 F and 1175 P'.g Mt 5600 F. The pressure s.fety limit was chosen as dic hlwer of the pressure tr;mnrints 

pernitted by the apphircble ulesi.g o codes: ASME- Boiler and lPressure Ve'sscl Code Section IlI ror the pressurc vcv.cl.  

and USASI 103 1.1 Code for thr. reictor coolatt system piping. The ASMI. Moiler and 'icssurc Vessel Code per,'ints 

pressure transiecnts up to 10', over design pressure ( 110% x 1250 - 1375 psigl. awid the I;SASI Code permits 

presure transients up to 201% over the dcsign pressure ( 120,' x 1175 - 1410 psig). The sauety limit pressure orf 

1375 psig is referenced to the lohcst elevation of the primary coolant system. Evaluat ion methodology 

to assure that this safety limit pressure is not exceeded for 

any reload is documented il Reference 1.  

The design basis for the reactor presur, vesl makes evident tire subs titi.il nmairi of piricction aga.inst failure 

at the safety pressure limit of 1375 psiC. lihe vessel has been deoiwned For a generAl nteribranc stress no -.rcuter 

than 26.70(0 psi at an internal pressure of 1250 psig; this is a factor of 1.5 below tt,' )yield stren.th of 40,100 psi 

at 573" *. At the pressure linit of 1375 psig. the general membrane stress will only tit 29.400 psi, still safely below 

the yield strength.  

The relationships of strcss lcvels to yield streneth are comparable for the primary system piping and provide a 

similar margin of prutection at the established safety pressui limlit.  

The normal upcratirg pressure of ti,: tcacti, coolant system is 1000 psit• lot (lie tutblo tip or losl of electi cal load 

transients, the tutbiie trip scram or gpnerator load rejection suanin together with the ttrh,'c bypass systeii limits the 

pressure to approxiniately 1100 psio, (Rcfcrtnces2 3 3 and.4). lit addition, pressure relief valves rave been piovtded to 

reduce the probability of the safety i ahves operartng in the event that the turbte bypass should fail.  

Filally, the safety valves are siyed to keep the iejctot coolant systcem prcs'..r, Iel.ow 

1375 psig with no credit taken for relicf valves during the postulat:ed tull closure of all MSIVs without diirc.i (%4lv, 

position switch) seriani. Credit is taken lot the neution flux scram, Ihowever.  
Tite indirct flux scram and safety valve actuation, provide adequate rargin 

below the peak allowable vessel pressure of 1375 pi&g.  

Reactor pressure is continuously mnoitored in the control room during operation ott a 1500 psi full-scale pressure 

recorder.  

1. "Genoric Reload Fuel Applicationf , NEDE-24011-P-A* 

2. SAR, Section 11.22 

3. Quad Cities 1 Nuclear Power Station first reload license 

submittal, Section 6.2.4.2, February 1974.  

4. GE Topical Report NEDO-206 9 3 , General Electric Boiling Water 

Roactor No. 1 licensing submittal for Quad Cities Nuclear 

Power Station Unit 2. Dceombor 1974.  

Approved revision number at time reload analyses are perforimed.  
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2.2 LIMITING SAFETY SYSTEM SETTING BASES

In compliance with Section III of the ASKF Code, the safety valves must be 

act to open at no hiCrher than 1039 of design pressure, and they must limit 

the reactor pressure t. no more than ]]0,o of dc:IAn pressure. Both the 

hiGh neutron flux scram and safety vnlve actuation are required to prevent 

overpressurizinG the reactor pressure vessel and thus exceeding the 

pressure rafety limit. The pressure scram is available as backup prote:t.on 

to the high flux scram. Analyses are performed as described in the 

"Generic Reload Fuel Application," NEDE-24011-P-A (approved revision 

number at time reload analyses are performed) for each reload to assure 

"-tliat the pressure safety limit is not exceeded. If the high-flux scram 

were to fail, a high-pressure scram would occur at 1060 psig.  

I 
I i t,' 
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3.1/4.1 REACTOR PROTECTION SYSTEM

IJMII ING (ONI)ITIONS FOR OPERATION 

Applicability: 

ApplIk. to the instrumentation mi:s.I5,t':iIktd d.-

i'tx, which initiale a reactor scrom.  

Objcctive: 

"To .am.ure the OperahilitY of the rittclat prof':tion 
,,.stCMl.

SURV.I'IJ. ANCE RE.QtIREMI:NTs 

Applicahili i); 

Applies to the sorveillifce ol" tie instrumcntation 

and assn"1ciaed devices which initiate reactor 

scram.  

Objettthe: 

To specify the type and 'requlcnry rý'surveillan•c to 

tot applied to the protection iwtrumentation.

SPECIFICATIONS

"lte .wtivints. ruinimum number of trip sys

trms. ind minimum number of instrument 

channels that must be opermble for each posi.  

tion of the reactor mode switch shall he a, 

piven in Tables 3.1-I through 3.1 -4. The systcnm 

responlwe times from the opening of the sensor 

contact up to and incltudinn the opening of the 

trip actuator contacts shall not exceed 50 

jnillieconds.  

B. if, during operation, the maximum 

fraction of limiting power dens

ity exceeds the fraction of rated 

power when operating above 25% 

rated thermal power, either: 

1. the APRM scram and rod 

block settings shall be 

reduced to the values 

given by the ecruations 

in Specification!; 2.1.A.

and 2.1.3. Thiz mt•y also 

be accompll-shed by 
increasing the APP14 

gain as described.  
therein.  

2. the pow,-:r di -lribution 
shall b,_: chianmq,_ .ui t 

that the maximrum fraction 

of limiting power dcnsity 

no ]ongr:•" .CYCedTi the 

fraction ok rated poa:cr.

A. Instrumentation fs,,tems shall he functionally 
tested .rnd calibrated as indicated in Table% 

4 I-I ;and 4.1-2 respec•ively.  

B. Dily during reactlo power operation. the core 

power distribution •hall he checked tor maximum 

fraction of limiting power dens

ity (MFLPD) and coi-pared with the 

fraction of rated power (FRP) 

when operating above 25- rated 

thermal power. - .....  

C. When it i, deteimined that a chjntcl i fbiled 

in the ansare crndition and Column I of Ta

bles 3.1-1 through 3.1-3 cannni be met, that 

trip system must be put in the tripped concdition 

immediately. All other RPS cli.:nrc,• thit mon

itor the snia e variabl: Shull uI f- n .,AJi', 

tc'sed • i~hin 9 h,,u -s 1 in - ,.ub t~c 

fjictd lhIneCl rway> he utntipp'-,J for a period of 

time not to excced I hour in conduct this 

testing. As lonii ai the trip system with the 

failed channel contains at least one operahie 

channel monitoriii. tlhot ',me vairiaihle. that 

trip system may he pldtced in the untrippcd 

position for short periods of time to allow 

functional testiiti of all RPS instrument chan

nels asspecified by Tatle .. I-I. The trip ,sstem 

may be in the untripped position for no mnr,: 

than 8 hours per runction.al test period lir thil 

tcsti t'.

3. 1/4. 1-1
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gallons. As indicated above, there is sufficient volume in the piping to accommodate the scram without impairment 

o" the scram times or amount of insertion of the control rods. This function shuts the reactor down ,hile sufficient 

volume remains to accommodate the discharged water and precludes the situation in which a scram would be 

. ,, its function adequately,
Loss of condenser vacuum occurs when the condenser can no longer handle heat input. Loss of condenser vacuum 

initiates a closure of the turbne stop valves and turbine bypass valves, which eliminates the heat input to the 

condenser. Closure of the turbine stop and bypass valves causes a pressure transient, neutron flux rise, and an 

increase in surface heat flux. To prevent the cladding safety limit from being exceedcd if this occurs, a reactor scram 

occurs on turbine stop valve closure. The turbine stop valve closure scram function alone is adequate to prevent 

the cladding safety limit from being exceeded in the event of a turbine trip transient with bypass closure.  

The condenser low-vacuum scram is a backup to the stop valve closure scram and causes a 

scram before the stop valves are closed, thus the resulting transient is less severe. Scram occurs at 23 inches Hg 

vacuum, stop valve closure occurs at 20 inches Hg vacuum, and bypass closure at 7 inches Hg vacuum.  

. ... , normal nitrogen and oxygen radioactivity

High radiation levels in the main steamline tunnel above tnam uuC ,%V 
are an indication of leaking fuel. A scram is initiated whenever such radiation level exceeds seven times normal 

background. The purpose of this scram is to reduce the source of such radiation to the extent necessary to prevent 

excessive turbine contamination. Discharge of excessive amounts of radioactivity to the site environs is prevented 

by the air ejector off-gas monitors, which cause an isolation of the main condenser off-gas line provided the limit 

specified in Specification 3.8 is exceeded.  
- I . .. M when the isolation valves are 10% closed from

The main steamline isolation valve closure scram is sA 0 

full open. This scram anticipates the pressure and flux transient which would occur when the valves close. By 
• , ... ... . ; -,t is insipnilficant,

scramming at this setting, the resulanro am f, a............ , 

A reactor mode switch is provided which actuates or hypasses the various scram functions appropriate to the 

particular plant operating status (reference SAR Section 7,7.1.2). Whenever the reactor mode switch is in the 

Refuel or Startup/Hot Standby position, the turbine condenser low-vacuum scram and main steamline isolation 

valve closure scram are bypassed. This bypass has been provided for flexibility during startup and to allow repairs 

to be made to the turbine condenser. While this bypass is in effect, protection is provided against pressure or flux 

increases by the high-pressure scram and APRM 15% scram, respectively, which are effective in this mode.  

.. ,- . t , ri. ,hne condenser, the main steamline

If the reactor were brought to a hot standby condition for repairs u, 

isolation valves would be closed. No hypothesized single failure or single operator action in this mode of operation 

can result in an unreviewed radiological release.  

The manual scram function is active in all modes, thus providing for a manual means of rapidly inserting control

rods during all modes of reactor operation.  

The IRM system provides protection against excessive power levels and short reactor periods in the startup and 

intermediate power ranges (reference SAR Sections 7,4.4.2 and 7.4.4,3). A source range monitor (SRM) system 

is also provided to supply additional neutron level information during startup but has no scram functions 

(reference SAR Section 7.4.3.2). Thus the IRM is required in the Refuel and Startup/loct Standby modes. In 

addition, protection is provided in this range by the APRM 15% scram as discussed in the bases for Specification 

2. 1. In the power range. the APRM system provides required protection (reference SAR Section 7.4.5.2). Thus. the 

IRM system is not required in the Run mode. the APRM 's cover only the intermediate and power range- the IRM's 

provide adequate cover.age in the startup and intermediate range.  

level and scram discharge volume high level

The hagh-reactor pres.sure, high-drywell pressure. reactor low W,, . .  

scrams are required for the Startup/Hot Standby and Run modes of plant operation. They are therefore requirca

1o he operational for th~ese modes Of reactor oper,,,o-,.  

The turhine condenser low-vacuum scram is required only during power operation and must be bypassed to start 

up the unit.  

3.1/4.1-3
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4.1 SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS BASES 

A. The minimum functional testing frequency'used in this specification is based on a reliability analysis 

using the concepts developed in Reference I. This concept was specifically adapted to the one-out-of-two 

taken twice logic of the reactor protection system. The analysis shows that the sensors are primarily 

responsible for the reliability of the reactor protection system. This analysis makes use of'unsafe failure, 

rate experience at conventional and nuclear power plants in a reliability model for the system. An 'unsafe 

failure' is defined as on,: which negates channcl operahility and which. due to its nature. is reveAled only 

when the channel is functionally tested or attempt% to re'pond to a reul signal. Failures such as blown 

fuses, ruptured bourdon tubes. faulted amplifiers. faulted cables. exc., which result in 'upscale, or 

•downscale" readings on the reactor instrumentation are 'safe' and will be easily recognized by the 

operators during operation because they are revealed by an alarm or a scram.  

The channels listed in Table, 4.1-1 and 4.1-2 arc divided into three groups respecting functional testing.  

These are: 

1. on-off sensors that provide a scram trip function (Group I); 

2. analog devices coupled with bistable trips that provide a scram function (Group 2): and 

3. devices which serve a useful function only during some restricted mode of operation. such as 

Starup/Hot Standby. Refuel. or Shutdown. or for which the only practical test is one that can be 

_,.... ., Groun 3).
erlo~rmeu at Su+.,-.•..  

The sensors that make up Group I are specifically selected from among the whole family of industrial 

on-off sensors that have earned an excellent reputation for reliable operation. Actual history on this class 

ofsensors operating in nbdiear power plants shows four failures in 472 sensor years. or a failure rate of 

0.97 x 104/hr. During design, a goal o1"0.99999 probability of success (at the 50% confidence level) was 

adopted to assure that a halanced and adequatc desini is achieved. The probability of success is primarily 

a function of the sensor failure rate and the tcst interval. A 3.month test interval was planned for 

Group I sensors. This is in keeping with good operating practice and satisfies the design goal for the 

logic configuration utilized in the reactor protection system.  

To satisfy the long-term objective of maintaining an adequate level of safety throughout the plant 

lifetime, a minimum goal of 0 .9499 at the 95% confidence level is proposed. With the one-out-of-lwo 

,taken twice logic, this requires that cach sensor have an availability of 0.993 at the 95% confidence level.  

This level of availability may be maintained by adjusting the test interval as a function of the observed 

failure history (Reference 1). To facilitate the implementation of this technique. Figure 4.1 -I is provided 

to indicate an appropriate trend in test interval. The procedure is as follows: 

1. Like sensors are pooled into one group for the purpose of data acquisition.  

2. The factor M is the exposure hours and is equal to the number of sensors in a group. n. times the 

elapsed time T (M - nT).  

3. The accumulated number or unsafe failures is plotted as an ordinate against M as an abscissa on 

Figure 4.1- 1.  

4. After a trend is established, the appropriate monthly test interval to satisfy the goal will be the test 

interval to the left of the plotted points.  

S. A test interval of I month will be used initially until a trend is established.  

Group 2 devices utilize an analog sensor followed by an amplifier and a bistable trip circuit, The sensor 

and amplifier arc active components. and a failurc is almost always accompanied by an alarm and an 

indication oF the source of trouble. In the event of failure, repair or substitution can start immediately.  

An fasis failure is one that 'sticks' midscale and is not capable of going either up or down in response

3.114.1-.S
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switches, hence calibration is not applicable; i.e.. the switch i% either on or of0. Rased on the above. no 

calibration i6 required for these intrument chatnel%.  

L The MFLPD shill be checked once per day to determine if the APRM scram requires adjustment. This may 

normally be done by checking the LPRM reading%, TIP u-aces, or process computer calculations. Only 

a small number of control rods are moved daily, thus the peaking factors are not expected to change 

signiicantly anJ a daily check of the M4FLPD is adequate.  

References 

1. I. M. Jacobs, 'Reliahility of Engineered Surety Features as a Function orTcsting Frequency.' Nuclear Safety.  

Vol. 9. No. 4. pp. 310-3 12. July.August 1968.  
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3.2 LIMITING CONDITIONS FOR OPERATION BASES 

In addition to reactor protection instrumentation which initiates a reactor scram, protective instrumentation has 

been provided which initiates action to mitigate the consequences of accidents which are beyond the operator's 

ability to control, or terminates operator errors before they result in serious consequences. This set of specifications 

provides the limiting condition.s, of operation for the primary system isolation function, initiation of the emergency 

core cooling system, control rod block, and standby gas treatment systems The objectives of the specifications are 

(I) to assure the effectiveness of the protective instrumentation when required by preserving its capability to 

tolerate a single failure ofany component of such systems even during periods when portions of' such sysiem, are 

out ot service for maintenance, and (2) to prescrihe the trip settings required to assure adequate performance.  

When necessary, one channel may be made inoperable for brief intervals to conduct required functional tests and 

calibrations. Some of the settings on the instrumentation that initiates or controls core and containment cooling 

have tolerances explicitly stated where the high and low values are both critical and may have a substantial etlect 

on safety. It should be noted that the seipoints of other instrumentation, where only the high or low end of the 

.ctting has a direct bearing on safety. are chosen at a level away from the normal operating range to prevent 

inadvertent actuation of the safety system involved and exposure to abnormal situations.  

Isolation valves are installed in those lines that penetrate the primary containment and must be isolated during 

a loss.of-coolant accident so that the radiation dose limits are not exceeded during an accident condition. Actuation 

of these valves is initiated by the protective instrumentation which senses the conditions for A, hich isolation is 

required (this instrumentation is shown in Table 3.2-I ). Such instrumentation must be available whenever primary 

containment integrity is required. The objective is to isolate the primary containment so that the guidelines of 

1I) CFR 100 are not exceeded during an accident.  

The instrumentation which initiates primary system isolation is connected in a dual bus arrangement. Thus the 

di.tuSion given in the bases for Specification 3.1 is applicable here.  

Toe low-reactor water level instrumentation is set to trip at >8 inches on the level instrument (top of active 

fuel is defined to be 360 inches above vessel zero) and after allowing for the full Trower pressure drop 

across the steam dryer the low level trip is at 504 inches alove vessol zero, or 144 inches above top of active 

fuel. Retrofit 8xg fuel has an active fuel lenqth 1.24 inches loni(-r than earl ier fuel rlesiqns, however, present 

trip setpoints were used in the TkCA analysis.* This trip initiates closure of Croup 2 and 3 p• imary contain

ment isolation valves but does not trip the rccirculation pumps (reference qAR, Sertion 7.7.?). For a trip 

setting of 504 inches above vessel zero and a 60-second valve closure time, the valves will Ixh clnsnd ibfore 

perforation of the claddircl occurs even for the maximum break. -'he settinn is, therftore, a•y•(RIate.  

The low.low reactor level instrumentation is set to trip when reactor water level is 444 inches above vessel zero 

(with top of active fuel defined as 360 inches above vessel zero, -59" is 84 inches above the top of active fuel).  

This trip initiates closure of Group I primary containment isolation valves (reference SAR Section 7.7.2.2) and 

also activates the ECC subsystems, starts the emergency diesel generator, and trips the recirculation pumps.  

This trip setting level was chosen to be high enough to prevent spurious operation but low enough to initiate 

ECCS operation and primary system isolation so that no meltinz of the fuel cladding will occur and so that 

postaccident cooling can be accomplished and the guidelines of 10 CYR 100 will not be exceeded. For the com

plete circumferential break of a 28-inch recirculation line and with the trip setting given above, ECCS initiation 

and primary system isolation are initiated and in time so meet the above criteria.  

.The instrumentation also covers the full spectrum of breaks and meets the above criteria.  

* Loss of coolant accident analysis for Dresden Unit 2/3 & Quad Cities Units 1/2, 

NEDO-2l146A, April, 1979.  
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* Venturi tubes ate provided in the main steamline% as a means of measuring steam flow and also limiting the loss 

, o41" mas inventor' frtom the vcs•'cl during a steamline hr-ak accident. In addition to monitoring steam flow, 

iustrumentation ib provided which ,: uses a trip of Group I isolation valve., The primary fIunction of the 
ins,,um|iaention is to deiect a break ' 'ne main scamline, thus only Group I valv.s are closed. For the worst-tase 
accident, main steamline bre:ik outside the drywell. this trip settint or 120% of ratod %icam flow, in conjunction 
with the flow limiters and ma.in scatmline valve closure, limits the mass inventory loss such that fuel is not 
uncovered, fuel temperatures remain less than 1500 * F, and release or radioactivity to the environs is well below 
in CFR 100 guidelines (refi.zencc SAR Sections 14.2.3.9 and 14.2.3,10).  

Temperature-monitoring instrumrentalion is provided in the main steamline tunnel to detect leaks in this area.  
Trips are provided on this instrumentation and when ececded cause closure oPGroup 1 isolation valves. Its 
scutin• or200" F is low enough to detect leaks of the ordcr oo5 to 10 gpm; thus it is capable of covering the entire 
spectrum ofbredks. For large breaks, it is a backup to hiLh-stcam flow instrumentation discus'ed above. and tor 
snmall breaks with the resulting small release'of radioaetivity, gives isolation hefure the C.uidlinc-.s of i0 Cl -K 100 
are exceeded.  

High-radiation monitors in the main steamline tunnel have been provided to detect gross fuel failure. This 
in.trumentation causes closure or Group I valves, the only v lves requircd to close for this accident. With the 
established setting of 7 time% normal background and main steamline isolation valve closure, fission product 
release is limited so that I0 Cl:R 1U0 guidelines are not exceeded for this ai€cidcnt (reference SAR Section 
12.2.1.7).  

Premsure instrumentation is provided which trips when main steamline pressure Jrop, helow 85.) pig. A trip Mf 
this instrumentation results in closure ofGroup I isolation valves. In the Reluel and Startup/I flt Standb mode, 
this trip function is hvp:r|sed. This function is provided primarily to provide protection against a pressure rvul tuir 
malfunction which would cause the control and/or bypass valve to open. With the trip set at 850 psig. inventory 
loss is lintited so that fuel is not uncovered and peak cladding temperatures are much less than 1500' F. thui, there 
are no fission products available for release other than those in the reactor water (reference SAR Section 
11.2.3), 

The RCI" and the HPCI high flow and temperature instrumentation are provided to detect a break in their 
respective piping. Tripping of this instrumentation results in actuation of the RCIC or of HPCI isolation valves 
Tripping logic for this lunction is the same as that fror the main ,teamline icnfation ':lvc',, thus all sensor, ,irs.  
required to be operable ur in a tripped condition to meet the sinelc-l'ailurc critci w. I lie trip .,cttMi. , .021) I: and 
3.O% of design flow and valve closure time are such that core uncovery is prevented and fission product release 
is within limits.  

The instrumentation which initiates ECCS action is arranged in a one-out-of-two taken twice logic circuit. Unlike 
the reactor scram circuits, however, there is one trip system associated with each function rathcr than the two trip 
systems in the reactor protection system. The single-failure criteria are met by virtue of the fact that redundant core 
c'ooling functions are provided. eg., sprays and automatic blowdown and high-pressure coolant injection. Ihe 
specification requires that ifa trip system becomes inoperable, the system which it activatcs i% declared lnopcrahble.  
For example, if the trip system for core spray A becomes inopc'ablc. cure •l•i•v A i% declar,-d inoperihlc .iIJd ihe 
,uit.ofr-,ervice specifications of Specification 3.5 govern. This specification pr~cerves the 0lTe ti c,%ess of the system 
with re..,p:ct to the sing4e-faaltire criteria even during periods when maintenance or testing is being performed.  

The control rod block functions are rrovidcd to prevent excessive control rod withdgwal so that MCPR does not 
go below the MCPR Fuel Claddina Integrity Safety Limit.  

The trip logic for this function is one out of n: e.g., any trip on nie o!'the six APRM\',. eight lsfM I 
ibur SRM's will result in a rod block. The minimumn instrument channel retlllircnltni, ature solik1.ient 
instrumentation to assure that the singlc-failure criteria n:re met. The miniruns i, Itrunient cha|nnel requirement, 
for the RBM may he reduced by one for a short period of time to allow for niniienanec, testing, or calibration.  
This time period is only-3% of the operating time in a month and does not significantly increase the risk t-f 
preventing an inadvertent control rod withdrawval, 0 

3.2/4.2-6 
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The APRM rod block function in flow biased and prevents a significnnt 
reduction in I1CPR, er.pccially during oporation nt reduct-d flow. The 
APRM provides gross core proteiction, i.e., limits the groas 
of control rods in tile normal withdrawal sequence.  

In the refuel and startup/hot standby modes, the APRN rod block function 

in set at 12% of rated power. This control rod block provides the same 

type of protection in the Refuel and Startup/Hot Standby modes as the 

APRM flow-biared rod bloc), does in the Run mode, i.e., prevents control 

rod withdrawal before a scram is reached.  

The RBM4 rod block function provides local protection of the core, i.e., 

the prevention of transition boiling in a local region of the core for 

a single rod %iithdrawal error from a limiting control rod pattern. The 

trip point is flow biased. The worst-case single control rod withdrawal 

error is analyzed for each reload to assure that, with the specific trip 

settings, rod withdrawal is blocked before the MCPR reaches the fuel 

cladding integrity safety limit.  

Below 30% power, the worst-case withdrawal of a single control rod with

out rod block action will not violate the fuol clmddinq inteqrity 

safety limit. Thus the RDM rod block function is not requircd below this 

power level.  

The IRM block function provides local as well as gross core protection.  

The scaling arrangement is such that the trip setting is less than a 

factor of 10 above the indicated level. Analysis of the worst-case 

accident results in rod block action before MCPR appro;aches the MCPR fuel 

cladding integrity safety limit.  

A downscale indiritinn on an AVRNM or IRM il an indic.klrn the instrumet has railed or is riot %ellsifivc cruhIt.  

In either caw, the instrument ,wi!l not respond Io chanp.cs in control rod motion, and the control rod motion is tolls 

prevented. The do j•mc.lc trips arc sori at 3/125 of full sc:alc.  

The SRM rod blod. with < 100 CPSand the detector not fully inerted assures that the SRMs are not wihhdrawn 

fronn the cost prior it conimencitic. rod wiihdrawal f'o sLtitup. The s.raim discharl,,c vulum, hi!lh w,'ter level rod 

block provides anmuncUfiiion for operator aetion. The alarm sctpoint has been selt.e nd to piovide. adlquatc time 

to allow detcrminat•on of the cause of level increase and cot rcective action prior to automatic scram Initiation.  

For efietiie enmerEency core coolin, for small pipe brcak,. the IIPC1 system titlist function. since reactor pressure 

does not decrease rapidly enotirh to allow either corel splray or LIPCI to opcrc.e in time. 1 lic auiumimic pressure 

relief function is providrd ts a backup it the I ll'l in th. %svent th Ie IPCI doe' not o..'rauI loltl ttircin.cll of 

the tripping contaci% i, suc.h rit, it, poslde thiis furuimnl -A ln necessary mind nitrut %spitor ious opt ra,.ltro i1 lie itI, 

sestinrl.! given lit it1€ specili.altim iate .rtlcqr;ltc ii- +4sUire tilre above crntcir a are met (rel-it ciuce SAIl. L .iioll 6.2.6.3 ).  

The specification pircerv-s the 04.t" livernes' or thie sysre•nei r rinr. periods or Inaintetio i.e. itstitlc. or Calihratioir 

and also minirniot, the risk of iiiadverrent operation. I c., only one instrument chlnrtl out of se' sire.  

Two air cj•.tir ofl-ra., nisinitot , iti. provided attid. when their trip point is ruaelthci. cause ato tiol.tilui of thie air 

ejector ofl.jas line. lso!.,irlr Ii ittitictcd when Iboiih 111ir 1tiiicil% r,.tch their high trip pInir or onc llasatt nijiscale 

trip and the other j do",'wti.l trillp I here is a I 5-minutit dclay helm c ihe air ejcctr ofl.--ti% isulatrin %-alve is closed.  

This dl.tv is, ac iounted lor I h- tile 3)-ninu te liolilkil n little of the oT-.ga% bfore it is relcased to tIre chit irn'y.  

Both instrumtents are requited for tiiji, hut the istunotuelt aire so designcd tihat any inrtinit-ns lihilire gives a 

downscailc ip 11he trip scttinlg of rlIe instrunuents are set %o that the chinincy rlc.is , rare lirrit Covel iur 

Specification 3.8.A.2 is not cxcecdcd 

Four radiation monitors are provided ill the rcactor buildiig sVentilation duces which initiate isolation of tire 

reactor buildtg and tl'ripration (if the.r l• basdly rl..,t orejtmrcit s.ystem 1. Ihe monitors ;ire Ilx.it'd in the rearcu'ir 

buildifir, s'intilrralii dtil tI lie tio: ! 'l h . i o .ru4o.!.f. iso f'or caith se.t, arid each setl e!ii init lte€a " tip i rsle dendent 

or thie cthr sket Any uhIstLAIe% I v I ll l.iaw ihe: dl itcd aclimi Trip .,ttrinr.,. or 2 iR/lhr for mitivuittuls il tih: 

ventil ilimi1 ilrt tite hisi if rv1.' . lh ' ir Iuth seri c.tio trtut % 1 im l 1 hurttullld itdllh•"y ' mi. , l.,ll citri .v•.Vicri1 Ope.l1tii.  

so th t llh the i•'11111.t0 (111 '1.1% i cl..s i.11te h1 :it+,'1ver ll llSI., C ik,iit'm 3 FIA 3 is riot esL. eterh l, I v- rmditmit, s ,irilirii 

are provid'd Oi lhe i hivt llk , tu1 u flhol w ih . tlll tl l.mola.tit.,i l ilh rcj.' rto itlI"lt ' ,i .t il. thle " i; iidly 

tiga tni.it llnreini t)'i iu s "i1,i" I"11 fuu % s lleit.. ll 011 IWO '14l i sutitir• i of Ii0t nlillk i fIrll tile I11t1111111l.i oll tilt 

refiicll-n , |hrsu .i i a 1,b.used iiilt l vt.1ttinu ,1 ii ii1 1%1t-ill Cil.ii i + 1 11% Llt.r;IIiill %i!Iviu t uperai ltllt 
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so that none of the activity released during the refueling accident leaves the reactor building via the normal 

ventilation stack but that all the activity is processed by the standby gas treatment system.  

The instrumentation which is provided to monitor the postaccident condition is listed in Table 3.2-4. The 

instrumentation listed and the limiting conditions for operation on these systems ensure adequate monitoring of 

the containment following a loss-of-coolant accident. Information from this instrumentation will provide the 

operator with a detailed knowkldge of the conditions resulting from the accident; based on this information hc can 

make logical decisions regarding postaccident recovery.  

The specifications allow for postaccident instrumentation to be out of service for a period of 7 days. This period 

is based on the fact that several diverse instruments are available for guiding the operator should an accident occur, 

on the low probability of an instrument being out of service and an accident occurring in the 7-day period, and 

on engineering judgment.  

The normal supply of air for the control room ventilation system comes from outside the service building. In the 

event of an accident, this source of air may be required to be shut down to prevent high doses of radiation in the 

control room. Rather than provide this isolation function on a radiation monitor installed in the intake air duct, 

signals which indicate an accident. i.e., high drywell pressure, low water level, main steamline high flow, or high 

radiation in the reactor building ventilation duct, will cause isolation of the intake air to the control room. The 

above trip signals result in immediate isolation of the control room ventilation system and thus minimize any 

radiation dose.  

3.2/4.2-8
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TABLE 3.-4 

MIMUMENTATION THAT iI1ATES ROD BLOCK 

AM upscale (flow bWasP" 

APRM upscale (Refuel and Startup/Hot 
Standby mode) 

AM downscale"' 

Rod bloc monitor upscale (flow bWsW) 

Rod block moMtor downscale t" 

SM dowmsale 

MM upsale•l) 

S9M detector not in Startup positlore 

IN detector not in Startup pOSitiWO 

90 upscale 

SM dowrcale"l) 

HNig water level in scram d4WrP voluMe

WO Levet Setm 

.[V.65OWD+ 3FRP 
M 1FLPD s|2/125 full scale 

k3/125 fun scale 

60.655W + 4211 

23/125 fuf sale 

z3/125 full scale 

:108/125 full scale 

Z2 feet below core center
kle 

;2 feet below core center

S1O5 counts/sac 

Z101 €outts/sec 

S25 Ialos

Noteu 

1. For the Startup/Hot Standby and Run positions of the reactor mode sclectc" 

switch, there shall be two opc-able or tripped trip systems for eac:L func

tion except the SRM rod blocizo. JPJ4 upecale and IRM downscrnle need riot be 

operable in the Run p.,ition, APiM downstale, APRM upscale (flow biased), 

and RBM down::calC ne•d not be operable in the Startup Hot Standuy mode.  

TVio RM upscale tried riot be oper-able at less than 30%rated thczral power.  

One channel may be byp.i'.sed above 30% rated thermal power provided that 

a limiting control rod piuttern does not exist. For systems with more than 

one channel per trip system, if the first column cannot be met for one of 

the two trip systems, this conditinn may exist for up to 7 days provided 

that during that time the operable syotem is functionally tcstk'd im

mediately and daily thereafter" if this condition lasts lonrcer thanr 7 days 

the system shall be tripped. If the first column cannot be met for both 

trip systems, the systems shall be trippK.d.  

2. W is the percent of drive flow required to produce a rated core flow of 

9• million lb/hr. Trip level setting Is in percent of rated power 

(2511 MW).

1, 
4.  
5.  

6.  

7.  

5.  

9

g , be.Wta y be htWsmae m wW A ig an1h bSwt N11"0.  

TM be-1im k a iyssIid WhWn the Woit late a 2100 CPS.  

"e oas bt VU Vire mey be trmd.  

TrM tvnctm may be b *paxsd b t -Plsh lM rantss 0ae, 8 9.1. and 10) a tite m aw N't role "' ow•b Is a 

Plot leqed to toe op"able ohide pafWmmg lo* 0o0e ph•scl tests at atmosphflr p~ia# duivg of ette, efaullI at povie levwis not to eOed 5 MWI.  

Ike O•EM N W =sw ~ the reactt modt Swich its tmle Reflel or Stlatupftot StWanby PoIrMn.  

NO Dip i a bypuie who •e SRM is Mity ame ted.
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TABLE 314 

PIOSACCIDENT MONITORING INSTRUMENTATION REQUIREMENTSPI

Paruaeter 

Reactor pressure 

Reactor water level 

Tomei water temperature 

Tonm air temperature 

Torus water level, 

"indicator 

Ton water level.  

OWgh glass 

Torus pressure 

hrywall pressure 

Drywall tevm'persture 

Neutron monitorIng 

Torus to drywell 

differential pressure

|Eaadu 
Lcatle lm b 

hIt 1 Provided Kane 

901-5 1 0-5IO psig 

2 0.1200psig 

901-3 2 .100 Inches + 2W inch" 

10 Inch"s is top of fuel) * 

901-21 2 0-200 F 

901-21 2 o0"W F 

901-3 1 i inches - 25 inches 

1 16 Irch range

901-.  
901-3 

901-21 

901-5

6 

4 

2

.5 knche No to 5 psig 

.6 Inches Mg to 5 Psig 

0 to 75 psig 

0.00 F 

0 .1- 10c c 

"0 pied

N-w 

1. Instrument channels required during power operation to monitor posttccident conditions, 

2. P•owisions are marle for local sampling and monitoring of drywell atmosphere.

*Top of active fuel is defined to be 

zero (See Bases 3.2).

360 inches above vessel

a
3.2/4.2-15
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3. The control rod drive housing support 
system shall be in place during reactor 
power operation and when the reactor 
coolant system is pressurized above 
atmospheric pressure with fuel in the 
reactor vessel, unless all control rods 
are fully inserted and Specification 
3.3.A.l is met.  

a. Control rod withdrawal sequences 
shall be established so that max
imum reactivity that could be 
added by dropout of any incre
ment of any one control blade I would be such that the rod drop accident 

design limit of 280 cal/gm._is._not exceeded.  
b. Whenever the reactor is in the 

Startup/Hot Standby or Run 
mode below 20% rated thermal 
power, the rod worth minimizer 
shall be operable. A second opera
tor or qualified technical person 
may be used as a substitute for an 
inoperable rod worth minimizer 
which fails after withdrawal of at 
least 12 control rods to the fully 
withdrawn position. The rod 
worth minimizer may also be 
bypassed for low power physics 
testing to demonstrate the shut
down margin requirements of 
Specification 3.3.A if a nuclear 
engineer is present and verifies the 
step-by-step rod movements of the 
test procedure.  

4. Control rods shall not be withdrawn 
for startup or refueling unless at least 
two source range channels have an 
observed count rate equal to or greater 
than three counts per second and these 
SRM's are fully inserted.  

S. During operation with limiting con
trol rod patterns, as determined by the 
nuclear engineer, either: 

a. both RBM channels shall be 
operable.  

b. control rod withdrawal shall be 
blocked; or 

3.3/4.3-3

3. The correctness of the control rod 
withdrawal sequence input to the 
RWM computer shall be verified after 
loading the sequence.  

Prior to the start of control rod with
drawal towards criticality, the capabil
ity of the rod worth minimizer to 
properly fulfill its function shall be 
verified by the following checks: 

a. The RWM computer online diag
nostic test shall be successfully 
performed.  

b. Proper annunciation of the selec
tion error of one out-of-sequence 
control rod shall be verified.  

c. The rod block function of the 
RWM shall be verified by with
drawing the first rod as an out
of-sequence control rod no more 
than to the block point.  

4. Prior to control rod withdrawal for 
startup or during refueling, verify that 
at least two source range channels 
have an observed count rate of at least 
three counts per second.  

S. When a limiting control rod pattern 
exists, an instrument functional test of 
the RBM shall be performed prior to 
withdrawal of the designated rod(s) 
and daily thereafter.
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c. the operating power level shall be 

limited so that the MCPR will re-

main above the MCPR fuel cladding 

integrity safety limit assuming a sin
gle error that results in complete 
withdrawal or0 ay sinIc operable 
control rod.

I

C. Scram InWertlion Thies 

I. The average scram insertion time. ba

sed on the deenergization or the scram 

pilot valve solenoids at timne zero, of all 

operable control rods in the reactor 
power operation condition shall be no 

greater than:

% Inserted From 
Fully Withdrawn 

S 
20 
50 
90

Aivwage Scram 
Insertion 
Tines (see) 

0.375 
0.900 
2.00 
3.50

C. Scram Insertion Times 
I. After refueling outage and prior to 

operation above 30%. power, with rc
actor pressure above 90(0 psig. all con

trol rods shall be subject to scram-time 
measurements from the full) with

drawn position. The scram times shall 

be measured without reliance on the 

control rod drive pumps.

The average of the scram insertion 
times for the three fastest control rods 

or all groups of four control rods in a 

two by two array shall be no greater 
than:

% Inserted From 
Fully Withdrawn 

5 
20 
So 
90

Average Scram 
Times (.OeC) 

0.39K 
0.954 
2.12 
3.80

2. The maximum scram insertion time 
for 9014, insertion oflany operahle con

trol rods shall not extved 7 seconds.  

3. If Speiflication 3.3.C.1 cannot he met.  
the reactor shall not he made super
critical: if operating. the reactor shall 

be shut down immediately upon deter
mination that averape scram time is 
derwicint.  

4. ifSpecification 3.3.C.2 t-aniiw he met.  
the delicient control rod shaill he con-

2. Following a controlled shutdown of 
the reactor. but not more frequently 
than 16 weeks nor less frequently than 

32-weck intervals, 50% or the control 

rod drives in each quadrant of the 

reactor core shall be measured for the 

scram times specified in Specification 
3.3.C. All control rod drives shall have 

experienced eraum test measurements 
each year. Whenever all of the control 

rod drive scrani times have been mea

sured. tin evaluailion shall he made to

Amendment No. 61
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B. Control Rod Withdrawal 

1. Control rod dropout accidents as discussed in Reference 1 can lead 
to significant core damage. If coupling, integrity is maintuined, 
the possibility of a rod dropout accident is eliminated. The over
travel position feature provides a positive check, as only uncoupled 
drives may reach this position.  

. Neutron instrumentation response to rod movement provides a verification that the rod is 
following its drive. Absence of such response to drive movement w'ould indicate an uncouplcd 
eondition.  

2. The control rod housing support restricts the outward movement or a control rod to less than 
3 inches in the extremely remote event o& a housing failure The amount of reactivity which could 

be added by this small amount or rod withdrawal, which is less than a normal single withdrawal 
increment, will not contribute to any damnage to the primary coolant system. The dcsiEn basis is given 
in Section 6.6.1. and the design evaluation is riven in Section 66.3 or the SAR. This support i% not 

fequired if the reactor coolant system is at atmospheric pressure, since there would then be no driving 
fortce to rapidly eject a drive housing. Additionally, the support is not required ifrll control rods are 
fully inserted or ir an adequate shutdown margin with one control rod withdrawn has been 
demonstrated. since the reactor would remain subcritical even in the event ofrcomplete ejection of the 
st.ronlest control rod.  

3. Control rod withdrawal and insertion sequences are established to 
assure that the maximum insequence individual control rod or control 
rod segments which are withdrawn could not be worth ctiough to cause 
the rod drop accident design limit of 280 cal/Gm to be exceeded if 
they were to drop out of the core in the manner defilLed for the rod 
drop accident. These sequences are developed prior to Tititiln oper
ation of the unit following, any refueling outagee ind the requirtimerit 
that an operatjr Fol.low th.ce sequences is sup1 rrvi.l.ed by the HWM or 
a second qualified station employee. These sequences art! deve~upcd 
to limit .reactivity worths of control rods and I 

s together with the intep'ral rod velocity limiters and the action of the control rod drive system.  
limits potential reactivity insertion such that the results ota control rod drop accident will not ercen d 
a maximum fuel energy content nf 290 cal/lni The peak fuel cnth:lpy of 280 cnl/lrm is below the 
energy content at which rapid fuel dispersal and primary system damage have been found to cc(ur 
based on etpcirimcntal data as is ditscussed in Reference 2 . I 
The analysi% of the conrtol rod drop accident was oripinally presented in Sectiont 7.9.3. 14.2.1.and 
14.2.1.4 of the SAR. hnprmne emnts in analytic'al capahility have allowed P more rcfined analysis of 

the control rod drop accident.  

.These techniques are described in a topical report (Reference 2) and 
two supplements (References 3 and 4). In additinn, a banked position 
withdrawal sequence described in Reference 5 has been developed to 
further reduce incremental rod worths. Method ftId htu.l U for ILe' rod 
drop accident analyses tire documented in Reference 1.  

By using the analytical model.% dccribcd in those report- cuplec vvith conservative or worst-case 
input parameters. it has been determined thait for power levels less thsa-tL)o or rated power, the 
specified limit on insequncn'ce control rod or control rod segment worths will limit the peak fuel 
enthalpy to less than 280 cal/g. Above .20 power even single opeiator errors cannot result in 
oul-or-sequencc control rod worth% which arc sufficient to reach a peak fuel enthalpy of 280 cal/f 
should a postulated control rod drop accident occur.  

The following parameters and worst-case assumptions have been 
utilized in the analysis to determine compliance with the 280 cal/gm 
peak fuel enthalpy. Each core reload will be analyzed to show 
conformance to the limiting parameters.  

a. an interassembly local peaking factor (Reference 6).  

3.3/4.-3-8
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b. the delayed neutron fraction chosen for the bounding reactivity curve 

c. a bepinning-of-life Doppler reactivity feedback 

d. scrdm times slower than the Technical Specification rod scram insertion 

rate (Section 3.3.C.I) 

e. the maximum possible rod drop velocity of 3.11 fps 

f. the design accident and scram reactivity shape function, and 

g. the moderator temperature at which criticality occurs 

In most cases the worth of insequence rods or rod segments in conjunction 

with the actual values of the other important accident analysis parameters 

described above, would most likely result in a peak fuel enthalpy sub

stantially less than 280 cal/g design limit.  

Should a control drop accident result in a peak fuel energy content of 280 cal/g, fewer than 660 (7 x 

"7) fuel rods are conservatively estimated to perforate. This would result in an offsite dose well below 

the guideline value of 10 CFR 100. For 8 x 8 fuel, fewer than 850 rods are conservatively estimated 

to perforate, with nearly the same consequences as for the 7 x 7 fuel case because of the rod power 

differences.  

The rod worth minimizer provides automatic supervision to assure that out of sequence control rods 

will not be withdrawn or inserted; i.e.. it limits operator deviations from planned withdrawal 

sequences (reference SAR Section 7.9). It serves as a backup to procedural control of control rod 

worth. In the event that the rod worth minimizer is out of service when required, a licensed operator 

or other qualified technical employee can manually fulfill the control rod pattern conformanve 

function of the rod worth minimizer. In this case. the normal procedural controls are backed up by 

independent procedural controls to assure conformance.  

4. The source range monitor (SRM) system performs no automatic safety system function, i.e., it has 

no scram function. It does provide the operator with a visual indication of neutron level. This is 

needed for knowledgeable and efficient reactor startup at low neutron levels. The consequences of 

reactivity accidents are functions of the initial neutron flux. The requirement of at least 3 counts per 

second assures that any transient, should it occur, begins at or above the initial value of 10" of rated 

power used in the analyses of transients from cold conditions. One operable SRM channel would be 

adequate to monitor the approach to criticality using homogeneous patterns of scattered control rod 

withdrawal. A minimum of two operable SRM's is provided as an added conservatism.  

S. The rod block monitor (RBM) is designed to automatically prevent fuel damage in the event of 

erroneous rod withdrawal from locations of high power density during high power operation. Two 

channels are provided, and one of these may, be bypassed from the console for maintenance and/or 

testing. Tripping of one of the channels will block erroneous rod withdrawal soon enough to prevent 

fuel damage, This system backs up the operator, who withdraws control rods according to a written 

sequence. The specified restrictions with one channel out of service conservatively assure that fuel 

damage will not occur due to rod withdrawal errors when this condition exists. During reactor 

operation with certain limiting control rod patterns, the withdrawal of 

a designated single control rod could result in one or more fuel rnds wi th 

MCPR's less than the MCPR fuel cladding integrity safety limit.Duringuseofsuchpatterni 

it is judged that testing of the RBM system to assure its operability prior to withdrawal of such rods 

will assure that improper withdrawal does not occur. It is the responsibility of the Nuclear Engineer 

to identify these limiting patterns and the designated rods either when the patterns are initially 

0 established or as they develop due to the occurrence of inoperable control rods in other than limiting 

patterns.  
3.3/4.-3-9
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C. Scram Insertion Times 

The control rod system is analyzed to bring the reactor subcritical at 

a rate fast enough to prevent fuel damage, i.e., to prevent the ICPP.  

from becoming less than the fuel cladding integritv safety limit.  

-Analysis of the limiting power transient snows that the negative 

reactivity rates resulting from the scram with the average response of 

all the drives as given in the above specification, provide tre reouired 
protection, and MCPR remains greater than the fuel cladding integrity 

safety limit. The mimimum amount of reactivity to be inserted duringi a scram 

is controlled by permitting no more than 10% of the operable rods to have long 

scram times. Tn the analytical treatment of the transients, 290 milliseconds are ] 

allowed between a neutron sensor reachinq the scram mint and the start of motion 

of the control rods. This is adequate and conservative when compared to the 

typically observed time- delay of about 210 milliseconds. Approximately 90 

milliseconds after neutron flux reaches the trip point, the pilot scram valve 

solenoid deenergizes and 120 milliseconds later the control rod motion is 

estimated to actually hegin. However, 200 milliseconds rather than 120 

milliseconds is conservatively assumed for this time interval in the transient 

analyses and is also included in the allowable scram insertion times specified 

in Specification 3.3.C. The scram times for all control rods will be determined 

at the time of each refueling outage. A representative sample of control rods 

will be tested following a shutdown. Scram times of new drives are 

approximately 2.5 to 3 seconds; lower rates of change in scram times followinq 

initial plant operation at power are expected. The test schedutle provides 

reasonable assurance of detection of slow drives Ye-fore system deterioration 

beyond limits of Specification 3.3.C. The program was develoeTd on the ba.v-is 

of the statistical approach outlined below and judqment.  

The history of drive performancc accumulated to date indicates that the 90% insertion times of new and 

overhauled drives approximate a normal distribution about the mean which tends to become skewed 

toward longer scram times as operting time is accutnulated. The probability of a drive not exceeding the 

mean 90% insertion time by 0.75 seconds is greater than 0.999 for a normal distribution. The 

measurement of the scram performance of the drives surrounding a drive exceeding the expected rangc 

orscram performance will detect local variations and also provide assurancc that local scram time limits 

are not exceeded. Continued monitoring of other drives exceeding the expected range of scram times 

provides surveillance of possible anomalous performance.  

The numerical values assigned to the predicted scram performance are based on the analysis or the 

Dresden 2 startup data and of data from othe; ll'A's such as Nine Mile Point and Oyster Creek.  

The occurrence orscratn times within the limits, hut signifiiantly longer than average, should b. viewed 

as an indication of a syteniatic problem with control rod drives, especially if the number of drives 

exhibiting such scram times exceeds eight, the allowable number of inoperable rods.  

3.3/4.3-10
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The occurrence ofscrarrm times within the limits, but significantly longer than average, should be viewed 
as an indication of a systematic problem with control rod drives, especially if the number of drives 
exhibiting such scram times exceeds eight, the allowable number of inoperable rods.  

D. Control Rod Accumlutors 

The basis for this specification was not described in the SAR and is therefore presented in its entirety.  
Requiring no more than one inoperable accumulator in any nine-rod square array is based on a series 
of XY PDQ-4 quarter core calculations of a cold clean core. The worst case in a nine-rod withdrawal 
sequence resulted in a k- , 1.0. Other repeating rod sequences with more rods withdrawn resulted in 
k.5 > 1.0. At reactor pressires in excess of 800 psig. even those control rods with inonerable 
accumulators will be able to meet required scram insertion times due to the action of reactor pressure.  
In addition, they may be normally inserted using the control rod drive hydraulic system. Procedural 
control will assure that control rods with inoperable accumulators will be spaced in a one-in-nine array 
rather than grouped together.  

E. Reactivity Anomalies 

During each fuel cycle, excess operating reactivity varies as fuel depletes and as any burnable poison in 
supplementary control is burned. The magnitude of this excess reactivity may be inferred from the critical 
rod configuration. As fuel burnup progresses. anomalous behavior in the excess reactivity may be detected 
by comparison of the critical rod pattern selected base states to the predicted rod inventory at that state.  
Power operating base conditions provide the most sensitive and directly interpretable data relative to core 
reactivity. Furthermore, using power operating base conditions permits frequent reactivity comparisons.  
Requiring a reactivity comparison at the specified frequency assures that a comparison will be made 
before the core reactivity change exceeds 1% Ak. Deviations in core reactivity greater than 1% Ak are 
not expected and require thorough evaluation. A 1% reactivity limit is considered safe, since an insertion 
of the reactivity into the core would not lead to transients exceeding design conditions of the reactor 
system.  

F. Economic Generation Control System 

Operation of the facility with the economic generation control system (EGC) (automatic flow control) 
is limited to the range of 65% to 100% of rated core flow. In this flow range and with reactor power above 
20%, the reactor could safely tolerate a rate of change of load of 8 MWe/sec (reference SAR Section 
7.3.5).  

Limits within the EGC and the flow control system prevent rates of change greater than approximately 
4 MWe/sec. When EGC is in operation, this fact will be indicated on the main control room console. The 
results of initial testing will be provided to the NRC before the onset of routine operation with EGC.  
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3.4 LIMITING CONDITIONS FOR OPERATION BASES 

A. The design objective of the standby liquid control system is to 

provide the capability of bringing the reactor from full power 

to a cold, xenon-free shutdown assuming that none of the withdrawn 

control rods can be inserted. To meet this objective, the liquid 

control system is designed to inject a quantity of boron which 

produces a concentration of no less than 600 ppm of boron in the 

reactor core in approximately 90 to 120 minutes with imperfect 

mixing. A boron concentration of 600 ppm in the reactor c.)re is 

required to bring the reactor from full power to 3% Ak or more 3 

subcritical condition considering the hot to cold reactivity swing, 

xenon poisoning and an additional margin in the reactor core for imperfect mixing of the 

chemical solution in the reactor water. A normal quantity of 3470 gallons of solution having a 13.4% 

sodium pentaborate concentration is required to meet this shutdown requirement.  

The time requirement (90 to 120 minutes) for insertion of the boron solution was selected to override 

the rate of reactivity insertion due to cooldown of the reactor following the xenon poison peak. Ior a 

required pumping rate of 39 gpm, the maximum storage volume of the boron solution is established as 

4875 gallons ( 195 gallons arc contained below the pump suction and, therefore. cannot be inserted).  

Boron concentration, solution temperature. and volume are checked on a frequency to assure a high 

reliability of operation of the system should it ever be required. Experience with pump operability 

indicates that monthly testing is adequate to detect if failures have occurred.  

The only practical time to test the standby liquid control system is during a refueling outage and by 

initiation from local stations. Components of the system are checked periodically as described above and 

make a functional test of the entire system on a frequency of less than once each refueling outage 

unnecessary. A test of explosive charges from one manufacturing batch is made to assure that the charges 

are satisfactory. A continual check of the firing circuit continuity is provided by pilot lights in the control 

room.  

B. Only one ofthc two standby liquid control pumping circuits is needed for proper operation of the system.  

If one pumping circuit is found to be inoperable, there is no immediate -'eat to shutdown capability.  

and reactor operation may continue while repair, arc being made. Assurance that the remaining system 

will perform its intended function and that the reliability of the system is good is obtained by 

demonstrating operation of the pump in the operable circuit at least once daily. A reliability ainlysis 

indicates that the plant can be operated safely in this manner for 7 days.  

C. The solution saturation temperature of 13% sodium pentaborate, by weight, is 590 F. The solution shall 

be kept at least 10° F above the saturation temperature to guard against boron precipitation. The 10' F 

margin is included in Figure 3.3- 1. Temperature and liquid level alarms for the system are annunciated 

in the control room.  

Pump operability is checked on a frequency to assure a high reliability of operation of the system should 

it ever be required.  

Once the solution has been made up, boron concentration will not vary unless more boron or more wa er 

is added. Level indication and alarm indicate whether the solution volume has changed, which might 

indicate a possible solution concentration change. Considering these faictors, the test interval has been 

established.  

3.4/4.4-3
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is being done which has the potential 
for draining the reactor vessel 

3. When irradiated fuel is in the reactor 
and the vessel head is removed, the 
suppression chamber may be drained 
completely and no more than one con
trol rod drive housing opened at any 

one time provided that the spent fuel 
pool gate is open and the fuel pool 
water level is maintained at a level of 
greater than 33 feet above the bottom 
of the pool. Additionally, a minimum 

condensate storage reserve of 230,000 
gallons shall be maintained, no work 

shall be performed in the reactor vessel 
while a control rod drive housing is 

blanked following removal of the con
trol rod drive, and a special flange 

shall be available which can be used to 

blank an open housing in the event of 
a leak.  

4. When irradiated fuel is in the reactor 

and. the vessel head is removed, work 

that has the potential for draining the 
vessel may be carried on with less than 
112,200 ft3 of water in the suppression 
pool, provided that: ( I) the total vol
ume or water in the suppression pool, 
refueling cavity, and the fuel storage 
pool above the bottom of the fuel pool 
gate is greater than 112,200 ft3; 
(2) the fuel storage pool gate is re
moved; (3) the low-pressure core and 
containment cooling systems are oper
able; and (4) me automatic mode of 
the drywell sump pumps is disabled.  

G. Maintenance of Filled Discharge Pipe G. Maintenance of Filled Discharge Pipe 

The following surveillance requirements shall 

be adhered to to assure that the discharge 

piping of the core spray, LPCI mode of the 

RHR, HPCI, and RCIC are filled: 

1. Whenever core spray, LPCI mode of 1. Every month prior to the testing of the 

the RHR, HPCI, or RCIC are required LPCI mode of the RHR and core spray 

to be operable, the discharge piping ECCS, the discharge piping of these 

from the pump discharge of these sys- systems shall be vented from the high 

tems to the last check valves shall be point and water flow observed.  

filled.

Amendment No. 61
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cycle by assuring that water can be 
run through thr drain lihnc and 
actuating 1he air-opcrated v;,hcs 
by operation of the following 
scnsors: 

I) loss orair 

2) equipm,•c drain sunip hil.h 
level 

3) vaul hi1.lh level 

d. The c'ndcrisci pih 5-. Ot trip e'h
cuils for each chariliI -%hall be 
checked once a month. A loNic 
system functional test shall he per
formed during each refucling 
outage.

3. Average Planar LIIGR 

During steady-state power operation, the average 
linear heat generation rate (APLHGR) of all the 
rods in any fuel assembly, as a function of aveiage 
planar exposure, at any axial location, shall not 
exceed the maximum average planar LIIGR 
shown in Figure 3.5-1 . If at any tinic 
during operation it is determined by ourinal stir
veillance that the limiting value for APLIIGR is 
being exceeded, action shall be initiated within 15 
minutes to restore operation to .-ithin the pre
scribed limits. If the APLHGR is not returned in 
within the prescribed limits within 2 hours, the 
reactor shall be brought to the cold shutdown 
condition within 36 hours. Surveillance and 
corresponding action shall conttnue until reactor 
operation is within the prescribed limits.  

J. Local LHGR 

During steady-state power operation, the linear 
heat generation rate (LIIGR) of any rod in any 
fuel sssembly at any axial location shall not 
exceed the maximum allowable LIIGR.  

If at any 
time during operation it is determined by normal 
surveillance that the limiting valhe for LIIGR is 
being exceeded, action shall be initiated within 15 
minutes to restore operation to within the pre
scribed limits. If the LIIGR is not returned to

L Average Planar LHGR 

Daily during steady state operation 
above 25% rated thermal poqer, 
the average planar LHGR shall 
be determined.

J. Local LHGR 

Daily during steady-state power operation 
above 25% of rated thermal Power. the local 
LHGR shall be determined.

I
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within the prescribed limits within 2 hours, the 

reactor shall be brought to the cold shutdown 

condition within 36 hours. Surveillance and cor

responding action shall continue until reactor 

operation is within the prescribed limits.  

Maximum allowable LHGR for all 

8X8 fuel types is 13.4 KW/ft.  
For 7X7 and mixed oxide fuel, the 
maximum allowable LHGR is as follows: 

LHCGR.,, <LIllGRE[ a( P/ P).,~( L/L3 

LHGRI - design LHGR 

- 17.5 kW/fh.  

(&p/P), - maximum power spiking penhlty 

- .035 initial core Iucl 

.029 reload I. 7 x 7 fuel i 
-. 021 reload 1.7 x 7 mixed oxide fuel 

0L m total core length 

- 12 feet 

L - Axial distance from bottom of core 

K. Minimum Critical Power Ratio (MCPR) K. Minimum Critical Pimcr Ratit. (NICICR) 

During steady-state operation MCPR shall be The MCPR shall he determincd d.tly dirs•i' 

greater than or equal to steady-state power operation .%hove 2.57 of 

1.35 (7 x 7 fuel) rated thermal power.  

1.35 (8 x 8 fuel) 

at rated power and flow. If at any time during 

operation it is determined hy normal surveillance 

that the limiting value for NtCPR is being exceeded, 

action shall be initiated within 15 minutes to 

restore operation to within the prescribed limits.  

If the steady.state MCPR is not returned to within 

the prescribed limits within 2 hours, the reactor 

shall be brought to the cold shutdown condition 

within 36 hours. Surveillance and corresponding 

action shall continue until reactor operation is 

within the prescribed limits. For cote flows other 

titan rated. these nominal values of MC'PR shall 

be increased by a factor of kf where kf is as 

shown in Figure 3.5.2.  

3.514..- 10 
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-.,5 LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION BASES 

-- ~ ~~ ~~ DI q's qJ - k•• l te•|l"

Should one core spray subsystem become inoperable, the remaining core spray suosyLe.. ,"A I-- --tire 

LPCI mode of the RHR system are available should the need f6r core cooling arise; To assure that the 

. remaining core spray, the LPCI mode of the RHIR system, and the diesel generators are available, they 

are demonstrated to be operable immediately. This demonstration includes a manual initiation of the 

pumps and associated valves ,nd diesel pencrators. Based on judgements of the reliability of the remaining 

systems. i.e., the core spray and LPCI, a 7-day rc•pair period was obtained.  

S.. .. 

.

N 6 1 

,' nendmentNo 61"""-["-'"k 
""..  

I6

I

A. Core Spray and LILP Mode u0 % . -j T 

This specification assures that adequate emergency cooling capability is available whenever irradiated 

fuel is in the reactor vessel.  

Based on the loss-of-coolant analytical methods described in General Electric Topical Report NEDO-20566 and 

the specific analysis in Reference 1, 
core cooling systems provide sufficient cooling to 

the core to dissipate the energy associated with theloss-of-coolant accident,to Linit calculated fuel claddingtem

perature to less than 2200"F, to assure that core geometry remains intact, to limit cladding metal-water re

action to less than 1%, and to limit the calculated local metal-water reaction to less than 17%.  

-cinmitine conditions of operation in Specifications 3.5.A.1 through 3.5.A.6 specify the combinations 

of operable subsystems to assure the availability of the minimum cooling systems noted above. No single 

failure of ECCS equipment occurring during a loss-of-coolant accident under these limiting conditions 

of Operation will result in inadequate cooling of the reactor core.  

Core spray distribution has been shown, in full-scale tests of systems similar in design to that of 

Quad-Cities 1 and 2, to exceed the minimum requirements by at least 25%. In addition, cooling 

ceectiveness has been demonstrated at less than half the rated flow in simulated fuel assemblies with 

beater rods to duplicate the decay heat characteristics of irradiated fuel. The accident analysis is 

additional conservatlve in that no credit is taken for spray cooling of the reactor core before the intcrnal 

prei.sure has fallen to 90 psi&.  

Tbe LPCI mode of the RIIR system is designed to provide emergency cooling to the core by flooding in 

the event of a loss-of-cool3nt accident. This system functions in combination with the core spray system 

to prevent excessive fuel cladding temperature. The LPCI mode of the RHR system in combination with 

the core spray subsystem provides adequate cooling for break areas of approximately 0.2 fti up to and 

including 4.18 fW, the latter being the double-ended recirculation line break with the equalizer line 

becteen the rcixrculation loops closed without assistance from the high-pressure emergency core cooling 

subsyste ms.  

The allowable repair times are established so that the average risk rate for repair would be no greater than 

the basic risk rate. The method and concept are described in Reference 3 lJsing the results developed in 

this reference, the repair period is found to be less than half the test interval. This assumes that the core 

spray subsystems and LPCI constitute a one.out-of-two system; however, the combined effect of the two 

systems to limit excessive cladding temperature must also be considered. The test interval specified in 

Specification 4.5 was 3 months. Therefore, an allowable repair period which maintains the basic risk 

considering sinplc failurcs should he less than 30 djys, anId this Sl•c fi•.oin is within t.his pe riod Fot 

multiple failures, a shorter interval is specified; to improve the assutancc that the remairning systems will 

function, a daily test is called for. Althou2h it is recognized that the information given in Reference I 

provides a quantitative method to estimate allowable repair times, the lack of operating data to support 

the analytical approach prevents complete acceptance of this method at this time. Therefore, the times 

stated in the specific items were established with due regard to judgment.

I

I
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any of the special wt of transients or disturbances 

caumd by singie opervtor error or sintle equipment r~nsfunction, 11 is required that des'n ar.31)'SEs L1iu'h.-Z 

at this steady-state operating limit yield a MCPR of not kit thLn thst specifed in Spccillczticn I.I .A at an., 

tine during the transient, assuming instrument trip tt.t$;s X!vn m Specifisction 2.1. For. artJys's of the 

thermal consequences of these transients, the value of MCPR stated in his 

specification for the li-itiln condition of operation bounds the initial 

value of I.MPR assumed to exist prior to the initiation of the transi.e:2ts.  

This initial condition, which is used in the transient analyses, will cre

elude violation of the fuel cladding integrity safety limit. Assuinptiol.3 

and methods used in calculating the required steady state MCPF' li-it fcr 

each reload cycle are documented in lieference 2. 'The results apply with 

in.reased conservatism while operating with iMCPR's greater than specified.

The most limiting transients with respect to MCPR ine eI lly: 

a) Rod withdrawal error 

b) Load rejection or Turbine Trip without byp&as 

c) Loss or reedwate, heatet 

Several factors influence which of these transients results in the !aY.e~t 

reduction in critical power ratio such as the specific fuel loadi:n>, ex

posure, and fuel type. The current cycles reload licensing anal.¥A Vs zp!C

ifies the litnitinC, transients for a given exposure increment for each fuel 

type. Tr,, values specified as the Limitiln, Condition of Operation are coi

servativelY chosen to uLund hu rnmosL reztrictive over thc entire cyL'lc for 

each fuel type.  

I 3.5/4.5-I4
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H. Condenale Pump Room Flood Proleclion 

sec Speciflcatinn 3.5.H.  

1. Aeraste Planar LH(;R 

This specification assures that the peak cladding temperature following the postulated design-basis 

los.of.coolant accident will not exceed the 22OOF limit specified in the 10 CFR 50 Appendix K considering 

the postulated effects of fuel pellet densification.  

The peak cladding temperature following a postulated loss-of.coolant accident is primarily a function of the 

average heat-generation rate of all the rods of a fuel assembly at any axial location and is only secondarily 

dependent on the rod.to-rod power distribution within an assembly. Since expected local variations in 

power distribution within a fuel assembly affcct the calculated peak cladding temperature by less than 

±200 F relative to the peak temperature for a typical fuel design, the limit on the average planar LHGR is suf

ficient to assure that calculated temperatures are below the limit. The maximum average planar LHGR's 

shown in Figure 3.5-1 are based on calculations employing the models described in Reference 2.  

J. IAcAl LHGR 

This specification assures that the maximum linear heat-generation rate in any rod is less thin the design 

linear heat-generation rate even if fuel pellet densification is postulated. The power spike penalty 

,is discussed in Reference 2 and assumes a linearly increasing variation in axial 

gaps between core bottom and top and assures with a 95% confidence that no more than one fuel rod 

exceeds the design linear heat.generation rate due to power spiking.  

K. Minimum Critical Power Ratio (MCPR) 

The steady state values for MCPR specified in this specification were selected to provide margin to acqommo

date transients and uncertainties in monitoring the core operating state as well as uncertainties in the critical 

power correlation itself. These values also assure that operation will be such that the initial condition assumed 

A^ra ; ...... ,,,,, nie lu two oercent for uncertainty is satisfied. For

I
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Fog cole flow tales less than rated. the steAdy state W1CPR Is Increased by the formula jiven in the spi-rr 

Cation. This auurcs t hat the MC'P will bc martatned CtateI, thin th't specified in Spcofcation 1. I .A C•tn 

in the e•tcil that the niotut.temnet.tot sct speed controlier c'usts the vsoop tube positionet fur the fuid cusplei 

IomoQv to Lhe miximum speed position.  

Recrercnccel 

1. "Loss-of-Coolant Analysis Report for Dresmden Units 2, 3 and 

Quad Cities Units I, 2 Nluclear Power Stations," [,LEDO-24 1146AK, 

April, 1979 

2. "Generic Reload Fuel Application," NEDE-240I-.P-A** 

3. I. M. Jacobs and P. W. Marriott, GE Topical Report APED 5736, 

"Guidelines for Deterniflingn Safe Test Intervals and HepaIr 'l-e 

for Er.gineered S3afeguards, April, 1969.  

* Approved revision at time of plant operation.  

*9 Approved revision number at time reload fuel analyses ar .  

performed.  

L .9
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Should the switches at levels (a) and (h) fall or the operator fail to trip the circulating water pumps on alarm at 

Level (b), the actuation oteither level switch pair at level (c) ;hall trip the cirtulating water pumps aumomatictill.) 

And alarm in the control room These rcdundant level svwitch pairs at level (C) are designed and installed to IEt

279. 'Critetia for Nuclear Posscr PI'lait I'rotction S•,,t'u' As the circulatin- %saecr pumps are tripped, eitlic 

manually or automatically, at level (C) of 5 feet. the ma.ximum water level reached in the condenser pit din: to 

pumping hill be at elevation 568 feet 6 inches elevation ( 10 feet above condenser pit floor elevation 558 feet 6 

inches, 5 feet plus an additional 5 feet attributed to pump coastdown).  

In order to prevent the RHR service water pump motor,, and diesel.gencrator voolinf, water pump motor% rront 

overheatin!'. a vault cooler i! supplied for cach pump l..acl vault coulcr is de.,itgned to n.aintain the vault .11 1 

maximum 105' F temperature durikn operation of its rcvpective puinp. lor cxamfple, if diesel ,,enCI.,tor Coohing 

water pump 1/2-3903 starts, its cooler also starts and maintains the vault at 105 F by removing, heait supplied 

to the vault by the motor of puip 1/2-3903. If. at the same time that pump 1/2-3903 is in operation. RH R setine 

water pump IC starts, its cooler will also start and compensate for the added heat supplied to the vault by the IC 

pump motor keeping the vault at 105 l F.  

Each or the coolers is-supplied with cooling water from its respective pump's discharge line. After the water has 

been passed through the cooler it returns to its respective pump's suction line. In this way the vault coolers arc 

supplied with cooling water totally inside the vault The cooling water quantity needed for each cooler is 

approximately 1% to 5% of the design flow of the pumps so that the recirculation of this small amount of heated 

water will not affect pump or cooler operation, 

Operation of the fans and coolers is required during shutdown and thus additional surveillance is not required.  

Watertight vaults for the ECCS pumps in the reactor building are tested in es.entially the same manner and 

frequency as described for the condenser pump room vaults.  

Verification that access doors to each vault arc closed following entrance by personnel is covered by station 

operating procedures.  

The LHGR shall be checked daily to determine if fuel burnup or control rod movement has caused changees in 

power distribution. Since changes due to burnup are slow and only a few control rods are moved daily, a daily 

check of power distribution is adequate.  

Average Planar LIIGR 

At core thermal power levels less than or equal to 25%, operating plant experience and thermal hydraulic analyses 

indicate that the resulting averag3e planar LIIGR is below the maximum average planar LIIGR by a considera1ble 

margin; therefore, cvhlation of the iverage plan.in 1.1 1IR below this power level is not necessary. The duily 

requirement for calculating averape planar 1.IIGR ibovc 25% rated them;al powce is suflicient, since pos, er 

distribution shifts are slow when there have not been significant power or control rod changes.  

Local LHGR 

The LHGR as a function of core heir.hit shal he checked daily during reactor operation at greater than or equal 

to 25% power to determine if fuel burnup or control rod movement has caused changes in power distribution. A 

limiting LHGR value is precluded by a considerable margin when employing 

any permissible control rod pattern below 25% rated thermal power.  

Minimunm Critical Pfmer Ratio (MCPR) 

At core thernmal power levels less thtan or equal to 25%, the reactor will be operating at minimum recirculation 

pump speed and the moderator void content will he very small. For all designated control rod patterns which may 

be employed at this point. nperatitg pl:nt e,,.perience and thermal hydraulic analysts indicate that the resultin

MCPR value is in excess of requirecnwits by it couisider.able margin. With this low void content, any inadvertent 

core flow incruease would only pl.ice opciation in a more conservative mode relative to MCP1R.  

0 
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0 "UNITED STATES 

NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION 
WASHINGTON, D. C. 20555 

SAFETY EVALUATION BY THE OFFICE OF NUCLEAR REACTOR REGULATION 

SUPPORTING AMENDMENT NO. 61 TO FACILITY OPERATING LICENSE NO. DPR-29 

COMMONWEALTH EDISON COMPANY 

AND 

IOWA-ILLINOIS GAS AND ELECTRIC COMPANY 

QUAD CITLES NUCLEAR POWER STATION, UNIT NO. 1 
DOCKET NO. 50-254 

Introduction 

By letter dated September 2, 1980 (Ref. 1), and supplemented by letter 

dated October 3, 1980 (Ref. 2), Commonwealth Edison Company (CECo or the 

licensee), proposed an amendment to Quad Cities Unit 1 Appendix A, Technical 

Specifications. CECo has proposed thezAmendment to support its review of 

future reloads- for Quad Cities Unit 1 under the provisions of 10 CFR 50.59.  

Our approval is only for the proposed amendment and does not constitute 

approval of future reloads under the provisions of 10 CFR 50.59.  

Evaluation 

Safety Limit Mni'muum Critical Power Ratio CSLMCPR) 

This change provides SLMCPR values in the Technical Specifications for all 

currently approved core loadings. With retrofit 8x8 fuel in the core the 

SLMCPR limit is specified as 1.07. Without retrofit 8x8 fuel, the SLMCPR is 

1.06. These limits have previously been found to be acceptable for this 

use in Reference 3 and on this basis the proposed change is acceptable.  

Rod Drop Accident (RDA) Design Limit 

The RDA design limit has been modified from 1.3%& maximum rod worth to 

280 cal/gm peak fuel enthalpy rise. The 280 cal/gm design limit is 

acceptable per Standard Review Plan NUREG 75-087. Also, the power level 

blelow which the rod worth minimizer is required was increased from 10% to 

20% of rated power. This is conservative by comparison to the previous 

specification, is consistent with reactor safety analyses, and is acceptable.  

801230o7q3
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Maximum Ayerage PlanAr Linear KeAt Generation Rate OIAPLHGRI 

New MAPLHGR curves reflecting the improved flooding characteristics of 
retrofit 8x8 fuel have been proposed by the licensee. Curves for 8x8, 
8x8 retrofit, and 7x7 fuel of the various enrichments anticipated for 

future Quad Cities I reloads and extending to burnups of 40,000 MWd/t 

have been proposed CReferences 1 and 4).  

The new curves are based on an assumed fuel loading with 156 retrofit 
assemblies. Any reload with fewer such assemblies will be nonconservative 
with respect to the analyzed case and therefore outside the scope of this 
approval.  

Based on our previous approval of MAPLHGR curves reflecting 8x8 retrofit 
fuel reflood characteristics CReference 5) and extension of burnup to 40,000 

MWd/t (Reference 6), the ltcensee's proposed changes are acceptable.  

Power Peaking 

The licensee has proposed to adjust the Average Power Range Monitor (APRM) 

amplifier gain based on the Maximum Fraction of Limiting Power Density 

CMFLPD). Such an adjustment would be made in the event of operation with 

a MFLPD greater than the Fraction of Rated Power (FRP), with the objective 
of preventing the fuel cladding integrity safety limits from being exceeded 

during anticipated operational transients. This adjustment will be applied 

above 25% rated thermal power which is consistent with the LHGR surveillance 

requirements and the Standard.Technical Specifications.  

Previously this objective has been met by reducing the APRM trip settings 

through multiplication by the ratio of the Limiting Total Peaking Factor 

CLTPF) to the Total Peaking Factor (TPF). Such a reduction in set points 

is required in the event of operation with TPF>LTPF.  

We have concluded that the maximum reactor power which could be attained 
during anticipated operational transients with the proposed APRM gain 

adjustment would be no greater than would be attained with the current 

procedure for adjusting APRM setpoints. This conclusion is based on the 

equivalence of the ratio FRP/MFLPD to the ratio LTPF/TPF, and can be explained 

as follows.  

The LTPF can be expressed as the design linear heat generation rate divided 

by the plant rated thermal power per unit length of fuel rod. In a similar 

manner the TPF can be expressed as the maximum linear heat generation rate 

divided by the plant operating power per unit length of fuel rod. From 

these definitions it is easily determined that the ratio LTPF/TPF is the 

ratio of the design linear heat generation rate to the maximum linear heat 

generation rate times the fraction of rated thermal power, or l/MFLPD*FRP.  
Thus FRP/MFLPD and LTPF/TPF are equivalent.
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However, instead of multiplying the APRM set points by FRP/MFLPD the same 

result can be achieved by multiplying the APRM reading by MFLPD/FRP to get 

a gain-adjusted APRM reading. tf the reactor is operating in a steady 

state mode the APRM reading (before gain adjustment) is equal to FRP.  

Therefore by adjusting the gain until the APRM reading is equal to MFLPD, 

the APRM reading has effectively been multiplied by MFLPD/FRP as required.  

To summarize, the proposed formulation does not involve a reduction in margin 

to the trip point, and eliminates the need for different limits for different 

fuel types. In addition adjusting the APRM gain is much easier than changing 

the APRM trip setting, so that there is less chance for human error.  

Reactor Protection System (RPS) Delay Time 

The licensee has proposed to change the RPS delay time from 100 to 50 msec 

(time from opening of the sensor contact up to and including the opening of 

the trip actuator contacts). This change stems from an inconsistency which 

has existed between the Technical Specification value of 100 msec and the 

50 msec value assumed by General Electric in the licensing analysis.  

The licensee has confirmed that the procedures used for determining RPS 

delay time are consistent with the General Electric use and definition of 

a 50 msec delay time in the licensing analysis. The staff has confirmed 

that the licensee has in place the capability for demonstrating compliance 

with the more restrictive specification. The proposed change is acceptable.  

Typographical Corrections and Clarification of Bases 

The remaining changes fall into the category of typographical corrections 

and clarification of bases and do not, as such, represent a significant 

safety concern.  

Environmental Consideration 

We have determined that the amendment does not authorize a change in effluent 

types or total amounts nor an increase in power level and will not result in 

any significant environmental impact. Having made this determination, we 

have further concluded that the amendment involves an action which is 

insignificant from the standpoint of environmental impact and pursuant to 

10 CFR Section 51.5(d)(4) that an environmental impact statement or negative 

declaration and environmental impact appraisal need not be prepared in 

connection with the issuance of this amendment.  

Conclusion 

We have concluded, based on the considerations discussed above, that: 

(1) because the amendment does not involve a significant increase in the 

probability or consequences of accidents previously considered and 

does not involve a significant decrease in a safety margin, the amendment
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does not involve a significant hazards consideration, (2) there is reasonable 
assurance that the health and safety of the public will not be endangered 
by operation in the proposed manner, and C3) such activities will be con

ducted in compliance wfth the Commission's regulations and the issuance of 
the amendment will not be inimical to the common defense and security or to 
the health and safety of the public.  

Dated: December 5, 1980
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UNITED STATES NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION 

DOCKET NO. 50-254 

COMMONWEALTH EDISON COMPANY 

AND 

IOWA-ILLINOIS GAS AND ELECTRIC COMPANY 
I 

NOTICE OF ISSUANCE OF AMENDMENT TO FACILITY 
OPERATING LICENSE 

The U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (the Commission) has issued 

"Amendment No. 61 to Facility Operating License DPR-29 issued to 

Commonwealth Edison Company and Iowa-Illinois Gas and Electric Company, 

which revised the Technical Specifications for operation of the Quad 

Cities Nuclear Power Station, Unit No. 1, located in Rock Island County, 

Illinois. The amendment becomes effective as of the date of issuance.  

This amendment (1) authorizes changes to the plant Technical 

Specifications by revising the Minimum Critical Power Ratio Safety Limit 

to apply to new fuel types, (2) modifies the Rod Drop Accident Design 

Limit from 1 .3%A maximum rod worth to 280 calories/gram peak fuel 

enthalpy rise, (3) approves the use of new Maximum Average Planar Linear 

Heat Generation Rate curves reflecting 8x8 retrofit fuel reload charac

teristics afid extension of burnup to 40,000 megawatt days per short ton, 

(4) replaces the Limiting Total Peaking Factor with the Maximum Fraction 

of Limiting Power Density for adjustment of the APRM flux scram and rod 

block trip settings, and (5) changes the Reactor Protection System Delay 

Time from 100 to 50 milliseconds for consistency with the licensing 

analysis. All other changes correct typographical errors and clarify 

the basis.  

,so12
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The application for the amendment complies with the standards and 

requirements of the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended (the Act), and 

the Commission's rules and regulations. The Commission has made appro

priate findings as required by the Act and the Commission's rules and 

regulations in 10 CFR Chapter I, which are set forth in the license amend

ment. Prior public notice of this amendment was not required since the 

amendment does not involve a significant hazards consideration.  

The Commission has determined that the issuance of this amendment will 

not result in any significant environmental impact and that pursuant to 

10 CFR Section 51.5(d)(4) an environmental impact statement, negative 

declaration, and environmental impact appraisal need not be prepared 

in connection with issuance of the amendment.  

For further details with respect to this action, see (1) the appli

cation for amendment dated September 2, 1980, as supplemented October 3, 

1980, (2) Amendment No. 61 to License No. DPR-29, and (3) the Commission's 

related Safety Evaluation. All of these items are available for public 

inspection at the Commission's Public Document Room, 1717 H Street, N.W., 

Washington, D. C., and at the Moline Public Library, 504 - 17th Street, 

Moline, Illinois, for Quad Cities Unit No. 1. A copy of items (2) and (3) 

may be obtained upon request addressed to the U. S. Nuclear Regulatory 

Commission, Washington, D. C. 20555, Attention: Director, Division of 

Licensing.  

Dated at Bethesda, Maryland, this 5th day of December, 1980.  

FOR THE NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION 

Thomas A. Ippolito, Chief 
Operating Reactors Branch #2 

i !sion of Licensing


